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Summary

Modelling is creating a model, representing, for example a system. This project handles
the modelling of telecommunication services for Broadband~ISDN release 1 signalling
system. Of the telecommunication services, this project will only concentrate on
supplementary services. A supplementary service modifies or supplements a basic
telecommunication service and cannot be offered stand alone. For example the
establishment, maintain and release of a connection is a basic service. "Follow me"
(*21) is an example of a supplementary service. Release 1 means, that only point-point
connections are allowed.

Modelling telecommunication services asks for a suitable method. Nowadays the 3~stage

method is applied widely by telecommunication service providers and is also
recommended by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU).
Because the increased use of object oriented (O.O.) methods in the field of
telecommunication, research has been done 10 apply an O.O. method for modelling basic
services. With this project the applicability of the O.O. method for supplementary
services will be investigated. The O.O. method in question is Object Modelling
Technique (OMT), developed by General Electric and is expanded by PTf Research into
an OMT based method.

This report describes both methods (3-stage and OMT based method) and describes the
modelling of the supplementary service "Closed User Group" using the OMT based
method. Making a useful utterance about the suitability of the OMT based method, a
comparison has been made between both methods.

Concluding, the OMT based method is suitable for modelling supplementary services,
but it does not have important advantages or disadvantages compared to the 3~stage

method. The OMT based method for supplementary services becomes interesting if the
relation between signalling and management system becomes important. This relation
was encountered during the performance of the OMT based method for the
supplementary service "Closed User Group".

jij
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1 Introduction

In the future, Broadband-ISDN (B-ISDN) will be the successor of Narrowband-ISDN
(N-ISDN). The difference between these two networks is clear by their given names, B
ISDN will support broadband services like High Definition Television and video, which
are not supponed by N-ISDN. The services supponed by N-ISDN will also be supponed
by B-ISDN.

Coming to a final B-ISDN, the International Telecommunication Union 
Telecommunications Standards Sector (ITU-TSS) has defined an evolution path which
consist of the following three releases:
Release 1: Offers services based on point-to-point configurations using single

connections only,
Release 2: All the services offered by release one and in addition multipany,

multiconnection services and the possibility to change connection features
after call set-up,

Release 3: All the services offered by release two and in addition multi-media and
distributive services.

Nowadays these services are specified with the 3-stage method, which is recommended
by ITU, former the International Consultative Committee for Telephony and Telegraphy
(CCITI) [1.130 89].
Because the increased use of object oriented techniques in the field of
telecommunication, research has been done at the departrnent "Telecommunications
Architecture" of PTf research on other methods. This research provided an object
oriented method called "Object Modelling Technique" OMT [RUMB 91] with some
adaptations [AART 93], resulting in an OMT based method. The OMT method consists
of four phases namely analysis, system design, object design and implementation phase.
Only the analysis phase will be applied and is applied already for a release one basic
service.

With this graduation work, research will be done in the field of modelling
supplementary services with the developed method. Supplementary services add
functionality te basic services, in this case release one basic services.

The main task is to test the method with the supplementary service "Closed User Group"
and how it is related to the release one basic service.
Another task during this graduation work is making a comparison between the new and
the present method regarding supplementary services.

This report consist of three pans. The frrst pan contains the methods with in chapter two

1



2 1. Introduction

the 3-stage modelling method and in chapter three the developed method (OMT).
In part two the developed method will be applied for the supplementary service "Closed
User Group", with in chapter four the problem statement, chapter five the object model,
chapter six the dynamic model and in chapter seven the functional model. Part three
compares the 3-stage method with the OMT based method in chapter eight and the
conclusions in chapter nine. The conclusions are twofold namely:

• conclusions involved with the developed rnethod to supplernentary services,

• conclusions involved with the comparison between developed and present method.



Part 1 Modelling methods

2 The 3-Stage modelling method

2.1 Introduction

For the characterization of telecommunication services supponed by an ISDN, eenT
recommends the 3-stage method [1.13089]. The method thanks the given name "3-stage"
from the fact that it is divided in three main stages of activities.
The 3-stage method will be described in this chapter paragraph 1.3 and applied to a
supplementary service paragraph 1.4. First the relation between a basic and supple
mentary service will be described in paragraph 1.2. The conclusion in paragraph 1.5
closes this chapter. The emphasize of this chapter will lyon the subject supplementary
services.
The objective of this chapter is to explain the present methodology used for specifying
telecommunication service and 10 experience the problems.

2.2 Telecommunication services

Telecommunication services are communication capabilities made available to customers
by telecommunication service providers. The telecommunication services are divided in
two subgroups:

• bearer services

• teleservices.

Bearer services provide the means to convey information between users in real time and
without alteration of the content of the message. These services correspond 10 the lower
three layers of the OSI model and define requirements for, and are provided by, network
function [STALL 92]. Examples of bearer services are circuit-mode bearer services like
64-kbit/s unrestricted 8 kHz structured and packet-mode bearer services like virtual call
and permanent virtual circuit.

Teleservices combine the transportation function with the infonnationprocessing
function. They employ bearer services to transport data and in addition, provide a set
of higher layer functions correspond to layer four through seven. Teleservices include
terminal as well as network capabilities [STALL 92]. Examples of teleservices are
telephony, teletex etc.

Each subgroup can be divided again into basic and supplementary services. A
supplementary service modifies or supplements a basic telecommunication service and
can not be offered stand alone. A supplementary service can be associated to more than

3



4 2. The 3-Stage modelling method

one bearer service and teleservice. Table 1/1.250 in [1.250 89] shows the associations of
supplementary services to basic bearer services and to basic teleservices supported by
ISDN. As example the supplementary service "Closed User Group" has associations
with:

• Circuit mode bearer service

• Teleservices

• 64 kbit/s unrestricted demand
• 64 kbit/s speech demand
• 64 kbit/s, 3.1 kHz audio demand

• Telephony
• Teletex
• Telefax 4
• Videotex
• Mixed mode

Figure 2.1 gives a graphical representation of telecommunication services and its sub
groups.

Basic
5erYice

S~lemenlary

Service
Basic

Service
Supplemenlary

Service

Figure 2.1: Telecommunication service.

2.3 The 3-stage method

As already stated, the 3-stage method is a method for the characterization of
telecommunication services and is the sequence of activity to be done for a total service
specification. These three stages are:

1. service description from the user point of view, which results in a description of the
service,

2. intermediate view of what happens at the user-network interface and inside the
network between different exchanges which results in one or more implementation
independent scenarios,

3. actual switehing and service nodes description, as weIl as protocols and format to
be adopted which results in a set of protocol and switehing recomrnendations needed
to realize the service for each scenario.

The several stages are further divided in two or more steps and will be described in the
following subparagraphs. Figure 2.2 shows the total method.



2.3 The 3-stage method

Figure 2.2: 3-stage method.

2.3.1 Stage 1

5

Figure 2.3 shows the flTst stage describing the relation and interactions of the network
with the user. In this stage nothing will be said about the implementation. One can also
say, stage one describes what a user can expect fiom a particular kind of service, not
how, it is the user point of view. How a service can be achieved will be described in
stage two.

Userhl8lWOrk

Interadion as
delined 11 Stage 1

Network lunctions as descrbed

11 Stage 2

Figure 2.3: Stage 1 and stage 2.

As figure 2.2 shows, the flTst stage of the method is divided in three steps. These three
steps are:

Step 1.1 Service prose definition anti description.
The intention of this step is to describe the particular service in tenns of the
perception of the user [1.130 89]. The issue of this step is a document with
aspecific structure. This specific structure is completely described in [1.210
89 annex A].

Step 1.2 Statie description of the service using attributes.
Statie means 'time-independent' and can in some cases, be efficiently
described by attributes [1.130 89]. The attribute teehnique is more fully
described in [I.14û 89]. This step will not be applied for supplementary
services.

Step 1.3 Dynamie description of the service using graphic means.
Dynamic means 'time-dependent' and is the way information is sent and
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received by the user from activation and invocation of the service to
completion of the service. The tooI used for the presentation of this
infonnation is fonned by an overall Specification and Description Language
(SDL) diagram. Overall means that no attention is payed to the infonnation
flows within the network, only the actions between user and network are con
sidered. The overall SDL method is described in [1.210 89 annex D].

2.3.2 Stage 2

Stage two is the most important stage in the 3-stage method. This stage identifies the
functional capabilities and the infonnation flows needed to support the service as
described in stage one. Also decisions will be made where functions will be
accommodated in the network. A complete description of this stage can be found in
[Q.65 89]. The output of this stage is signalling independent. there are five steps to be
perfonned in stage two, see figure 2.2. These five steps are:

Step 2.1 Derivation of a functiona/ model.
In this step the functional model will be derived. The model is a division of
functionalities which will be allocated to physical locations later (step 2.5).
There are no rules for deriving such a model and there is no relationship
between the frrst stage and this step.
In the case of supplementary services there must be a relationship between
this service and the basic service it supplements. This relationship will be
shown in a composite functional model.

Step 2.2 Information flow diagrams.
The flow diagrams describe the interactions between the functional entities
derived in step 2.1. A fuzzy relation can be made between the OSDL of stage
one and this step namely walking through the OSDL is walking through the
flow diagrams. A decision in the OSDL results in splitting the flow diagram
in two flow diagrams.
The relationship, in a flow diagram, between the supplementary services and
the basic services it supplements is indicated by an dotted arrow. This dotted
arrow is the flow of the basic service and is written near the flow of the
supplementary service. Also the numbers of the functional entity actions of
the basic service are written down.

Step 2.3 SDL diagrams for functiona/ entities.
For each functional entity derived in step 2.1, an Specification Description
Language (SDL) diagram will be created. Each SDL diagram contains the
functions 10 be performed. Besides the successful operations, also the
unsuccessful operations are included in these SDLs. The inputs and outputs
within such an SDL are derived fiom the stage one description and the
infonnation flow diagram of step 2.1. After designing all SDLs for all
functional entities, one can put these SDLs side by side to show the
infonnation flows between the entities.

Step 2.4 Functiona/ entity actions.
With this step the actions perfonned within a functional entity derived in step
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2.2 are described in prose fonn. The results of this step constitute the input
for stage three.

Step 2.5 Allocation offunctiona/ entities to physica/ /ocations.
Tbe final step of stage two allocates the functional entities derived in step 2.1
10 physical locations like: Local Exchange, Tenninal Equipment, Private
network, etc. Each allocation is called a scenario. A relationship between two
functional entities must be realized within a protocol which support all
scenarios derived in this step.

2.3.3 Stage 3

Tbe final stage transfonns the information flow and SDL diagrams, created in stage two,
in signalling system protocol recomrnendations and switching recomrnendations. The
derived protocols must support all scenarios drew up in stage two step 2.5. For this stage
there is no weIl defined method description like there is for stage one and stage two.
Tbe only description is [l130 89] paragraph 3.3.
Stage three is divided in two steps which are:

Step 3.1 Protoco/s andformats.
Tbere are no strict regulations for fonnulating this step like the fonnulations
for the steps in stage one and stage two. After perfonning this step the
messages, to support the infonnation flows and the modifications to existing
infonnation flows between the nodes, are identified. Also detailed message
elements and procedures are designed into the relevant signalling systems like
SS No.? and DSS 1.

Step 3.2 Switching and service nodes.
The requirements identified for switching functions (functional entity actions)
are incorporated into the switching recomrnendations ([1.130 89]).

2.4 The supplementary service "Closed Vser Group" (CVG)

Tbe supplementary service "Closed Vser Group" (CVG) belongs to the "Comrnunity of
Interest supplementary services" group. The other supplementary service which belongs
also to this group is the "Private Numbering Plan" (PNP). Recommendation 1.255 [1.250
89] contain the stage one description of these supplementary services, with in 1.255.1
the "Closed Vser Group" and in 1.255.2 the "Private Numbering Plan". Tbis paragraph
contains a description of the "Closed Vser Group" and how it is described with the 3
stage method.

2.4.1 Description

"Closed Vser Group" means that some users can fonn a group within an ISDN network.
As one can see in figure 2.4, a CVG is a kind of separate network in a total network
(subset).
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Figure 2.4:
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Closed User Group in a total ISDN network.

It's nonnally possibIe for a member of a CVG to comrnunicate with other members of
the same CVG, but not with members outside the CVG. It is possibIe for some members
to access users outside the CVG and/or same members are accessibIe from outside the
group. It is also possibIe to bar a member of a CVG for outgoing calIs or for incoming
caIls. Incoming calIs barred for a particuIar user means, that it is not possibIe for other
users of the CVG to access that particuIar user. Outgoing calIs barred for a particuIar
user of the CVG means, that this user can not access other users of the CVG. When a
particular member of a CVG is barred for outgoing calIs inside the CVG but that
member has access for outgoing calis, then it is possibIe for that member to access other
members of the CVG who have access for incoming calis.

Sumrnarized:
A user may subscribe 10 one of the foIlowing access arrangements:

• Closed Vser Group (c),

• CIosed Vser Group with incoming access (c+i),

• CIosed Vser Group with outgoing access (c+o),

• Closed V ser Group with incoming and outgoing access (c+i+o),

and a user may be restricted within each particuIar CVG as foIlow:

• incoming calIs barred within a CVG (icb),

• outgoing calls barred within a CVG (ocb).

As one can see in figure 2.4 a user may be subscribed 10 more than one CVG. For each
CVG a user is subscribed to, aspecific restriction is applied. For exampIe, when a user
is subscribed to two CVGs, for the fITst CVG he may have incoming calIs barred and
for the second CVG he may have no restrictions. One of these CVGs may be the
preferential CVG. The preferential CVG is the CVG which will be accessed during an
outgoing calI when no further CVG selection instructions are given.
The access arrangements are defined per user, not per CVG a user is subscribed to.
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Figure 2.5 is an example of (Wo Closed V ser Groups. The arrow direction represent the
direction of the call (an arrow from 'A' to 'B' means that 'A' can access 'B'). An arrow
that will not remain inside the domain of a CVG means that this caB will be performed
with an outgoing access, a non CVG call.

CUG X domain____L _
" ,

\,,
I
I
I
I.... ~

I,,,

------r-------
CUG Y domain

..,
I.. .

"', .
'~

•'. 1-----:..:.....:...-~-.;.:...:.....---1

I •, I
, • L"..,.;;;....;;;;..;;"'r-'-......IlI:'j;;.=.""'t--";....;;..;~, .

.. ' I

----------------------- I... .. ..

,------- --,,
I

I
I
I

I,,,
\ ,

Figure 2.5: Closed User Group example.

In figure 2.5, user 'F' does not belong to a CVG, user 'A' and 'B' are subscribed to
CVG 'X', user '0' and 'E' are subscribed to CVG 'Y' and user 'c' is subscribed to
CVG 'X' as weU as CVG 'Y'.

2.4.2 Stage 1

The stage one description of the supplementary service "Closed Vser Group" is
accommodated in recommendation 1.255.1 of [1.250 89]. Step 1.1 'service prose
definition and description ' is described in the fITst six chapters and step 1.3 (dynamie
description of service using graphic means) in chapter seven of this document. Step 1.2
(statie description of service using attributes) is not, as already stated in subparagraph
1.3.1, described for supplementary services.
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The structure of the frrst six chapters is equal 10 the structure described in [1.210 89]
annex A. These chapters contain besides the description like subparagraph 1.5.1, also
an description about procedures, interworking requirements and interaction with other
supplementary services.
In step 1.1, nothing is said about the relation between the "Closed Vser Group" and the
basic services it supplements.

Chapter seven contain the Overall Specifications and Description Language (OSDL)
diagrams. Appendix A contain the main stream of the OSDL diagram. In this diagram
one can see a relation between the CVG supplementary service and basic call process.
In fact the supplementary service "Closed Vser Group" OSDL is the "basic call process"
OSDL with some additions. These macro additions are:

• check-user-A-profile,

• check-user-B-profile.

2.4.3 Stage 2

Stage two for the community of interest supplementary services are described in [Q.85
89] with in chapter one the "Closed Vser Group". The frrst five paragraphs of this
chapter describe some domestic businesses. The frrst step of stage two (Derivation of
the functional model) is described in paragraph six. The model provided by this step is
an division of functionalities in blocks which will be later, in step 2.5, allocated to
physicallocations. The functional model for the "Closed Vser Group" is drawn in figure
2.6.

Figure 2.6: CUG-model in relarion with the basie eaU-model.

Figure 2.6 also shows the relationship between the CVG-model and the basic call-model.
The relations between functional entities is indicated by the "rx" indicators. The names
of the functional entities are as follow:

FEl: originating CVG agent
FE2: outgoing CVG determination
FE3: outgoing CVG control
FE4: incoming CVG determination
FES: incoming CVG control
FE6: destination CVG agent

CCA: Call Control Agent
CC: Call Control

The [Q.71 89] contains the complete description of the basic call functional entities and
[Q.85 89] for the CVG supplementary service.
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The infonnation flows of the "Closed User Group" are described in paragraph seven. In
these diagrams one can fmd the reference numhers for the CVG supplementary service
and the reference numhers for the basic supplementary service. Because of this notation,
it is easy to make a relation hetween these services. The name descriptive of the intent
of each infonnation flow is accommodated in tables that will he later used for stage
three.

The SOL diagrams of the CVG supplementary service in paragraph eight has a strong
relation with the basic service it supplements. The SOLs of the CVG functional entities
hooks in the SOLs of the basic service. Figure 2.7 shows a part of a basic caU hook of
functional entity FE2. In this figure the basic service will he interrupted to stick the
supplementary service in it.

....... 2·M:l.71
I

I
... tIgo.n 2-M:l.71

Basic Call CC func:tional entity

I
... tIgo.n 2·M:l.71

-

4SUI>P
A No,

<b
tIgo.n

I
2'M:l71

I
... tIgo.n 2·M:l71cc: -... tIgo.n 2-M:l71

I
... tIgo.n 2-M:l.71

Basic CaU CC functionaI entity with hooks

Figure 2.7:

CUG FE2 functionaI entity

Basic eaU hooks.

Paragraph nine contains the descriptions of the 900 reference numhers out of the
infonnation flow diagrams. In functional entity FE3 the decision has to he made if the
outgoing CVG call is allowed. Table 1-2/Q.85 of [Q.85 89] perfonns that validation
check. Another task of FE3 is to convert the CVG index to an interlock code. The CVG
index is the calling code coming from the calling user. With this code the user identify
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itself and the CVG he belongs to. The interlock code is a specific code for aspecific
CVG inside the network. The incoming CVG caUs wiU be checked by functional entity
FE5.

The last step, paragraph ten allocates the functional entities to physical locations. Totally
there are eight scenarios derived in this step. Later, during protocol design, every
scenario must be implemented so that the "Closed Vser Group" supplementary service
will work on every kind of network-configuration.

2.4.4 Stage 3

The stage tree description for the CVG is accommodated in [Q.955 91] for signaUing
system OSS 1 and [Q.735 92] for signalling system SS No.7. In these documents for
instance error codes are allocated to different error messages. For example if the
validation check provided an invalid CVG call, the returned code represents a particular
message. These error messages belong to infonnation flows defined in stage two. In fact
stage three is the extension and completion of stage one and stage two.
It appear to be much overlap during the study of this stage. A lot of infonnation was
repeated from stage one and stage two in this document. There was also no relationship
between the lower stages and this stage.

2.5 Conclusion

Stage three seems to be a repetition of stage one and stage two. From this it was clear
that they were parallel developed by different groups of ITV. There were no references
in stage three to lower stages which were weIl presented in stage two to stage one. It
can be said that there was no or bad consultation between the stage three group and the
groups of the lower stages so it seems that the communication group of stage three
forgot their own communication. This overlap can also be a result of the absence of a
strict method for stage three. This can give problems when communication systems
become complex.



3 Object Modelling Technique

3.1 Introduction

PTT Research has developed a methodology based on Object Modelling Technique,
abbreviated to OMT. OMT is an Object Oriented way of analysing, designing and
implementing applications and is developed at the General Electric Research and
Development Center. The methodology is already applied on a release 1 basic service
described in [AART 93].
In this chapter a method to integrate supplementary services in basic services using
OMT is discussed. Paragraph two descrihes the Object Modelling Technique developed
by General Electric. Paragraph three descrihes the extensions to this methodology made
by PTT Research. Paragraph four looks at the manner supplementary services can he
implemented using this methodology. Paragraph five contains the conclusions
emphasized on paragraph four.
The methodology described in this chapter, will he applied on a "Closed User Group"
(CUG) supplementary service in the second part of this report.

3.2 OMT by General Electric

Object Modelling Technique is a method to handle application problems on a Object
oriented way. The methodology consists of building an application domain model during
analysis and adding implementation details during the design. From problem definition
to implementation the methodology consists of four stages:

• Analysis

• System design

• Object design

• Implementation

Figure 3.1 shows a graphical representation of this method.

13
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Figure 3.1:

3. Object Modelling Technique

OMT methodology.

There is a kind of feedback (iteration) between the several stages, i.e. it is possible to
make adaptations of the models derived by the analysis phase during the design phase.
In the following subparagraphs the four stages will be described. The emphasize will ly
on the analysis stage because this stage will only be applied in part two of this report.
The other stages will be described briefly. For a detailed description references are made
to [RUMB 91].

3.2.1 Analysis

The analysis stage is the fITst stage to be perfonned in OMT. This stage provides a
description of what a user can expect from an applïcation, not how it is realized. Figure
3.2 shows the total analysis stage.

Figure 3.2: Analysis process.

The fITSt step of the analysis stage is the fonnulation of the problem statement. The
problem statement will be generated by users, developers, managers and other interested
persons. The models to be build will be created with the problem statement. Most
problem statements lack essential infonnation, which must be obtained fiom the
requester or from the analyst's knowledge of the real-world problem domain. User
interviews must clarify ambiguities and misconceptions.
The flnal models of the analysis stage are a object model, a dynamic model and a
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functional model and will be used during the design phase.

15

Problem statement
The problem statement can be compared with the flTst step of the flTst stage of the 3
stage method described in chapter two. The problem statement treats the system as a
black box, it describes the interaction between user and system.

Object Model
The object model shows the static structure of the real-world system and organize it into
workable pieces. It also shows the relationship between these objects. The following
steps have to be performed to corne to a final object model:

• Identify objects and classes. These objects are derived from the problem statement,
mainly nouns.

• Prepare a data dictionary. Description of allobjects.

• Identify associations (including aggregations) between objects. Association is a
dependency between two or more classes.

• Identify attributes of objects and links. Attributes are properties of individual objects.

• Organize and simplify object classes using inheritance. This can be performed during
the identification of associations.

• Verify the access paths for likely queries. Trace access paths through the object
model diagram to see if they yield sensibIe results.

• Iterate and refine the model.

• Group classes into modules.

Dynamic model
The dynamic model shows the tirne-dependent behaviour of the system and the objects
in it This behaviour will be recorded in a state diagram.
The activation takes place by means of events like pressing a key or reaching a
particular state. Finally the dynamic model provide a state diagram for each object class.
The following steps have to be perforrned:

• Prepare scenarios of typical interaction sequences. Scenarios show the major
interactions, extemal display formats and infonnation exchanges.

• Identify events between objects. Events include all signaIs, inputs, decisions,
interrupts, and actions to or from users or extemal devices.

• Prepare an event trace for each scenario. This is an ordered list of events between
different objects assigned to columns in a tabIe.

• Build a state diagram for each object class with nontrivial dynamic behaviour,
showing the events the object receives and sends. Every scenario or event trace
corresponds to a path through the state diagram.

• Match events between objects to verify consistency. Every event should have a
sender and a receiver.
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Functional model
The functional model shows the way values are computed and the relation hetween
values and funetions. This model will he recorded in a data flow diagram. The steps to
he followed are:

• Identify input and output values which are parameters of events hetween the system
and the outside world.

• Build data flow diagrams showing functional dependencies. This shows how each
output value is computed from input values. Start at a high level and expand each
nontrivial process into lower level data flow diagrams.

• Descrihe functions, focused on what the function does, not how.

• Identify constrains. Constrains are functional dependencies hetween objects that are
not related by an input- output- dependency.

• Specify optimization criteria like maximize and minimize.

3.2.2 System design

During the design phase decisions are made about how 10 solve the problem in contrast
to the analysis phase which descrihe what the problem is. The design phase starts at a
high level to subsequently descend to a detailed level.
System design is the high level strategy for solving the problem. During this phase the
structure and style become dear. After performing the system design phase a strategie
plan must he realized. This plan will he performed during the object design phase.

3.2.3 Object design

During the object design phase the object model, created during the analysis phase, will
he fulfilled in aceordanee with the strategy determined during the system design phase.
In this phase the three modeIs, derived during the analysis phase, are combined. The
object model derived from the last two phases may not contain operations. This part of
the model is omitted and will he created now.
Object design makes conversions of one; the actions and aetivities of the dynamic model
and two; the processes of the funetional model into operations attached to classes in the
object model. During this phase of design the relationship hetween the three models
(object, dynamic and functional) becomes dear. The relationship hetween the object- and
dynamic- model is the description of the life history of an object. We can associate an
operation with each event received by an object. The relationship hetween the dynamic
and functional- model is that an action or aetivity initiated by a transition in a state
diagram of the dynamic model may expand into an entire data flow diagram in the
functional model. The network of processes within the data flow diagram represents the
body of an operation.
Figure 3.3 shows an example of combining the three models to a complete object model
with attributes and operations. .
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Object Model Dynamic Model Functional Model

TlWlIfonNllion ..... 1

Objed
Class1
Attrbutes
Operations

1511 IsiClass1 CIass2

Analysis
-------------------------------------------------_.----------------------------Design,

Objed
Class1
Attrbutes
Operations

Figure 3.3: Combining three models to one model.

3.2.4 Implementation

The object classes and relationships developed during object design are translated into
a particular programming language, database or hardware implementation.

3.3 OMT by PTT Research

This paragraph describes the differences and extensions between the methodology by
General Electric and by PTf Research.

3.3.1 Differences in OMT

By comparison with OMT by General Electric, there are a few changes in the OMT
methodology.
The fIrst difference is the boundary for the various steps of the derivation of the
dynamic model within the analysis phase. These steps are in line with the sequence used
by the O.O. Center of PTf Research, which are:

• Derive scenarios: The scenarios give the major interactions and information
exchange between the system and the user by mear\s of plain english.

• Prepare event trace diagrams: The event trace diagrams are translations of the
scenarios and show the intemal information exchange.

• Prepare event flow diagram: This diagram gives a complete overview of all the
events that may occur between the various object classes.

• Prepare state transition diagrams: Based on the event flow diagram a state transition
diagram is derived for each object class.

The second difference is the derivation of the operations for the object model. Within
OMT by General Electric the moment of derivation is not clear. On one side they add
operations during the analysis phase (chapter eight [RUMB 91]), and on the other side
they combine the three models to obtain operations on classes during the object design
phase (chapter ten [RUMB 91]).
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Within OMT by PTf Research the derivation of the operations will be perfonned during
the analysis phase, after the creation of the three models (object, dynamic and
functional).

3.3.2 Extension of OMT

In the PTf Research model of "OMT for Broadband signalling release one", a problem
is described as in figure 3.4. This figure shows the main problem definition divided into
three sub problems resulting in three sub systems to be modelled by OMT.

Probiem~ion

lcIentified systerns

Figure 3.4:

How 10 develop a signaling aysaem oIfering aervioes

Problem definition.

This technique is not in conformance with the methodology OMT prescribes because the
network system is highly dependent on the implementation. The aim of OMT is to start
with the service system and to derive the other systems.

Service system
The service system specify the end user requests of a telecommunication service. This
system does not specify how this is realized by the terminals and the network. The user
experiences the terminals and network as a black box. Therefore the service system
specify the interaction between the user and the black box.

Network system
The network system specify the already known network technology for broadband ISDN
which is ATM.

Control system
The control system describes all the relevant actors in the signalling domain. It specifies
how the network resources are controlled to be able 10 offer the requested service. The
service system is an abstraction of the control system.
Finally the control system represents the signalling system.

3.4 Integration of Supplementary services using OMT

This paragraph examines how supplementary services can be modeled with the
methodology developed by PTf Research [AART 93]. The methodology described in
that report will also be used for supplementary services, i.e. we will Use the three
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systems (service, network and control). The control system finally provides the
signalling system. The objects of the models for the basic service of these three systems
will he reused as often as possible.
This paragraph only contains supplementary services in generally. The following three
subparagraphs contain the general descriptions of the three systems.

3.4.1 Service system

The service perceived by the user will he described by the service system. This rneans
that for supplementary services the user can expect additional service. The following
paragraphs contain three concepts of how a user can experience supplernentary services.

Concept A
In this frrst concept the user experience supplementary services just like basic services.
This means that the system remains a black box, providing services to the user. Figure
3.5 is a graphic representation of the user point of view.

~-----~
I' "I ,. .
: Service :
I I
,-------------_/

Figure 3.5: Concept A of service system.

Operations will he derived from the dynamic and functional model of each object during
the last step of the analysis phase. So supplementary services will he modelled by
operations in the service system.
The advantages of this model are:

• The model is equal to the basic service model, so the static model remains the same.

• Abstract representation of supplementary services, black box principle stays.

• The model is generic for all supplementary services.

The disadvantage of this model is:

• The additional functionalities performed by an supplementary service will he
modelled by the dynamic and functional model. So the static model shows no
difference hetween basic and supplementary service.

Concept B
In the second concept the user experience the system as a black box providing him a
service which can he extended with additional capabilities. Figure 3.6 shows the model
of this concept.
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Figure 3.6:
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Concept B of service system.

Basic service in this figure defines a release one telecommunication service (i.e. bearer
, tele- or supplementary service) that the user perceives.
Supplementary service defines additional capabilities to the basic service for a panicular
supplementary service.
The advantage is:

• The model specifies more precisely supplementary services.

The disadvantages are:

• The model is losing abstraction by comparison with concept A. The black box
becomes more grey.

• The model is not generic for all supplementary services.

Concept C
The last concept models the supplementary service lilee the "Classification of telecom
munication services" described in [1.210] of CCfIT. Here a telecommunication service
consists of a basic and supplementary service. With this model the user experience the
difference between the basic and supplementary service. Figure 3.7 shows this model.

~ ~

/1...--TölOëommuni;ätiörÏ-'-ö';';ëë-----t"
: /------------, /--------------------, :
I i Basic service ; i Supplementary service; I

( , / , / I,_::.-.---------------.-::--_:::::";.";.";.";.";.";.";.";.";.";.";.";.";.";.";.;:'-_/

Figure 3.7: Concept C of service system.

The advantage is:

• The model specifies supplementary services precisely, it gives a clear view.

The disadvantages is:

• The model is detailed by comparison with concept A and B. The blac1c box principle
is lost, "black" becomes "white".
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Comparison
Of these three concepts, preference is given to the fust one, Because one; it reuses the
whole basic service model, so the dynamic and functional model have to he modeled
only and two; it is an abstract view of supplementary services, the details will he
accommodated in the control system
Therefore part two of this repon will use concept A 10 model the service system.

3.4.2 Network system

Because the network capabilities will not change by supplementary services for a
particular release, this model will not change. The model of the network system for the
supplementary service will he 10tally reused including the dynamic and functional
model. The reason is that network resources do not change by different services, i.e. the
network system is independent fiom services in a particular release. Appendix C
contains the object modeIs of the network system.

3.4.3 Control system

The decisions made in [AART 93] with regard to the control system will also he applied
on supplementary services. The frrst decision was to make the control system distributed
because the problem of signalling in its nature is of a distributive form. Another decision
was the kind of view, i.e. "interface" or "physical-entity" based. Decided was to take the
"physical-entity" based view, which means: model everything a physical entity can see
and control over all its interfaces.
This point of view can he compared with the functional entity model allocated to
physicallocations of the 3-stage method (step one and five) of chapter two.
For supplementary services we can expand the physical-entity view in the same way as
the 3-stage method. With the 3-stage method the functional model of supplementary
services are compared with the basic call functional model, also see chapter two. The
new model ("physical-entity" based) will accommodate supplementary service
functionalities in the physical entities. Figure 3.8 shows the accommodation of
supplementary services.
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Figure 3.8: Accommodation of the supplementary service functionalities.

A disadvantage of this model is the lost of flexibility with regard to the allocation of
functional entities to physical locations. With this model only one scenario will be
derived by comparison with the many scenarios when using the 3-stage method (step 2.5
stage two).
With this control model the object model derived for a basic service, will be largely the
same for supplementary services. Therefor the object model will possibly expand with
some objects only.

3.S Conclusion

The OMT based method, developed by P1T research, is not in confonnance with the
method OMT prescribes. The reason is the technology dependent network system. This
technology dependent approach is chosen by P1T Research because the technology to
be used is already known, i.e. ATM. An advantage of this approach is, that it will not
surprise you during implementation, by problems that cannot be solved by today
technology.

Looking at supplementary services, the three derived systems (service, network and
control) will be modeled. The network system will be reused totally, what means reuse
of the object model, the dynamic model and the functional model of the basic service,
without any adaptation. The service system reuses the object model of the basic service.
The dynamic and functional model of the service system will be modeled again. The
control system will probably reuse parts of the object model. Dynamically and
functionally, the control system will be extended or adapted.
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4 The problem statement

4.1 Introduction

This part of the report contains the modelling of the "Closed Vser Group" supplementary
service for aB-ISDN signalling system release one using OMT. Only the analysis phase
of OMT will he performed and will start with the problem statement in this chapter. The
other chapters in this part contain the object model, dynamic model and functional
model.
A release one B-ISDN network only supports bi-directional point-to-point configurations
using single connections. Other releases are release two and three, which support the
configurations offered by release one and also multi media and multi point connections.

The problem statement is:

• How to develop a signalling system offering supplementary services over an ATM
network supporting release one capabilities, based on the methodology described by
PTf research [AART 93].

The extensions of the models (service, network and control) of the methodology for
supplementary services are also described in chapter three.

An description of the "Closed Vser Group" (CVG) is already given in chapter two. In
the next paragraph a short summary will he given about CVG. The third paragraph gives
the access arrangements. The fourth paragraph gives the restrictions, i.e. what will not
he modelled. The conclusions will close this chapter.

The output of this chapter will form the input for the next chapters (object model,
dynamic model and functional model). This step of OMT can he compared with the flTst
step of stage one of the 3-stage method.

4.2 Closed User Group

A Closed Vser Group is a kind of separate network in a total network. Memhers of the
group can generally communicate with each other. A user can subscribed to more than
one CVG. When more than one CVG is subscribed, one of these CVGs is the
preferential CVG. CCITf recommend three ways of operating the preferential CVG. In
this modelling process I use:

• The user has to indicate if a call is intended to he an outgoing access call. If no

23
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infonnation (CVG request or Outgoing CaB request) is given, the preferential CVG
is assumed.

4.3 Access arrangements

The access arrangements are also described in chapter two. Summarized these are:
A user may subscribe 10 one of the following access arrangements:

• Closed User Group (c),

• Closed Vser Group with incoming access (c+i),

• Closed Vser Group with outgoing access (c+o),

• Closed User Group with incoming and outgoing access (c+i+o),

and a user may be restricted within each particular CVG as follow:

• incoming calls barred within a CVG (icb),

• outgoing calls barred within a CVG (ocb).

4.4 Restrictions

This paragraph describes what will not be modelIed in the next chapters.
The fITSt restriction is the interworking requirements. Assumed is that the members of
the CVG belong to one B-ISDN network. The second restriction is the interworking with
other supplementary services. Assumed is that the CVG is the only service to be
performed.
The aim is not to describe the CVG in detail, but to experience how the methodology
works for a particular supplementary service. Therefore, these restrictions are made, they
have no influence on the solution of this project and will only increase the complexity.

4.5 Conclusion

The problem statement is the fITst step during the analysis phase of üMT. This step is
important because it specifies the capabilities of the final system. Later discovered
imperfections are hard to change.
The aim of this project is, to show how a signalling system offering supplementary
services over an ATM network supporting release one capabilities, can be developed.
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5.1 Introduction

The flI'st step to be performed during the analysis phase is the creation of the object
model. As already stated in chapter three, the object model shows the static data
structure of the real-world system and organizes it into workable pieces. For a complete
object model, several steps have to be perfonned, which are also stated in chapter three.
These steps are:

• Identify objects and classes.

• Preparing a data dictionary.

• Identify associations (including aggregation) between objects.

• Identify attributes of objects and links.

• Organize and simplify object classes using inheritance.

• Verify the access paths for likely queries.

• Iterate and refine modeis.

• Group classes into modules.

Because the network system does not need to be modeled again, the following
paragraphs only presents the perfonnance of the above-mentioned steps on the service
and control system. The last paragraph contains the conclusions.
The aim of the supplementary service object models is to reuse as many as possible
objects of the basic service.

5.2 Service system

The service system is the abstract level of the control system. In chapter three the
decision was made to keep this system abstract, this means that supplementary services
will be approached in a same way as the basic service. For the object model this
approach will result in a model equally to the basic service. Therefor the following
paragraphs (which represent the above-mentioned steps to create a object model) will
not change dramatically by comparison with the basic service model in [AART 93].

S.2.1 Identifying Object Classes

The object classes for the service system are equal 10 the object classes of the basic
service in [AART 93]. These object classes are party and service. Object class party can

25
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be the controlling pany as weU as the controUed pany. Because we have to deal with
a release one service, only two instantiation exist per call.

5.2.2 Preparing a Data dictionary

The data dictionary gives a description of the object classes identified in the previous
chapter. Because the identified object classes for the supplementary services are equal
to the identified object classes of the basic service, the data dictionary of these classes
is also reused. The description of these object classes are:

Service

Pany

This object class defines a release one telecommunication service (i.e.
either bearer-, tele- or supplementary service) that the user perceives. A
service may be provided between two parties.

A pany is an object class that defines one of the participants in the
service from a user point of view, including the user.

5.2.3 Identifying Associations between object classes

Associations are dependency between classes or references from one class to another
class.

Just like the two previous paragraphs, the associations are also reused from the basic
service object model. Figure 5.1 shows the object model with associations.

~arty ~Controler~Së±participates ====
_Controled

Pal1icipates

Figure 5.1: Object model service system.

5.2.4 Identifying Attributes

Attributes are properties of individual objects.
A couple of attributes are added to the service attributes of the basic service. These
attributes are acquired from [1.130 89]. The "Party" attributes are all reused from the
basic service.

Service attributes
Service Type
Subscription
Establishment of communication
Supplementary services list
Quality of service
Access Arrangement
Preferential CVG
Closed V ser Groups

(e.g. telephony, video telephony, speech)
(subscribed, not subscribed, general available)
(pennanent, semi-pennanent, on-demand)
(List of supplementary services to be invoked)
(e.g. hi-fi)
(Incoming, outgoing calls allowed)
(CVG-index)
(List of subscribed groups with the access
restrictions of each group)
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Party attributes
Address
Role

5.2.5 Refining WÎth inheritance
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OSDN number of the party, i.e. E.l64 number)
(Controlling-controlledlcalling or calledlowner or
non-owner)

This step of the analysis phase explores the common structure between objects 10 create
a superclass. These objects inherit the structure of the superclass.
Inheritance was not found for the service system.

5.2.6 Testing access paths

Access paths through the object model are tested to see if they yield sensible results.
In case of the service system this step is not relevant for the service system because the
model is simple and therefore skipped.

5.2.7 lterating and refining model

After a single pass an object model is rarely correct. The model can change after the
creation of the dynamic or functional model, and then the object model must be
reviewed. The object model can also change if an object is not precisely defined.
For the service system we did not have a iteration or refmement. One may think that
object class "service" could be refined, but the definition of the service system says that
it is the users point of view to the network. The network and tenninals represent a black
box providing services to the user. Therefor the object class "service" will not be
refined.

5.2.8 Group classes into modules

A complex or large object model can be divided into modules to survey the model. This
step was not performed for this object model because it is small enough.

5.3 Control system

The control system represents the final signalling system. In chapter three we defined
the control system for supplementary services as an extension to the control system of
the basic service, also see figure 3.8. Because this model represents the static view of
the control system, the object model for the control system will also be extended.
(Object model shows the static view of a system). So only Closed User Group related
object classes will be added to the basic model, leaving the basic model intact.

It was necessary, during the creation of the control system-object model, 10 correct the
basic service-object model with regard to subscription information.
The following paragraph describe these corrections of the basic model conceming the
object model. The following paragraphs represent the steps enumerated in the
introduction of this chapter. The paragraph "Iterating and refining model" will describe
the occasion for changing the basic model.
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5.3.1 Corrections of the basic service-object model

5. Object model

We can derive from the bearer service state transition diagram of the basic service
dynamic model [AART 93], that object bearer service execute the activity "service
screening". If a party is not subscribed 10 the requested bearer service, "service
screening" will result in a rejection. The information needful to execute this activity, is
not accommodated in the object model. Therefore the object class "subscription info"
will be added to the basic service object model.

Data dictionary
Subscription info "Subscription info" is an object containing the subscription

information of a particular user.

Associations between object classes
Figure 5.2 shows the generic model of the basic service including the object cIass
"Subscription info". The association between object class "Party" and "Subscription info"
must be read as "Subscription info of Party".

Ol
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Party Controler TeIeservice
r--- Participatesr---

Controled I
Participates Is served by.. Subscribedlo
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1+I 1+1 ~ ~
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oonnects te

Figure 5.2: The Generic control view basic service.

Control view in calling and called terminal did not change by comparison with the
models of [AART 93], see appendix B.
The object "Subscription info" of a particular party wiII be accommodated in one
exchange. Figure 5.3 shows such an exchange. The other exchanges (without
subscription information) remain the same, see appendix B.
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Figure 53: Control view in an exchange with subscription information.
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Attributes
"Subscription info" attributes are:
Address (E.164 number)
List of bearer services (64 kbit/s unrestricted demand, 64 kbit/s speech demand,

64 kbit/s, 3.1 kHz audio demand, etc.)

Because the object class "party" is used as a model of the user, the attribute "address"
is removed. A user is not a number, he is only associated with a number. The
association between "Party" and "Subscription info" will catch this.
The attribute "address" of the object class "Teleservice" is also removed because it is
not a property of teleservice.

"Party" attribute is:
Role (controlling-controlled/calling or calledlowner or non

owner)

"Teleservice" attributes are:
Teleservice type (e.g. telephony, facsimile, video telephony, etc.)
Characteristics (e.g. inband-tones or announcements)
List of supported teleservices (see teleservice type. Used for compatibility

checking)

5.3.2 Identifying Object Classes

Beside the identified object classes of the basic service, Closed User Group related
objects are added. The additional objects are:

• Access Arrangement

• CUG

Appendix B and the previous paragraph contains the objects of the basic service which
are reused here.
At flTSt there was a difference between the access arrangement objects of the controlling
and controlled party. these objects are:
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• Originating Access Arrangement

• Destination Access Arrangement

This design was not selected because the difference can he realised with attributes and
operations.

5.3.3 Preparing Data dictionary

The data dictionary only contains CVG related objects, the other objects are described
in appendix B.
Access Arrangement Access arrangement is the agreement 10 make a caB outside the

group or receive a caB from outside the group. The state of the
Access arrangement object represent this agreement

CVG CVG is an object class representing a group, a user is subscribed
to for a particular service. The state of the CVG object is the
restriction of the user 10 that particular CVG. A user can he
subscribed to more than one CVG.

5.3.4 Identifying Associations between object classes

Generic control view
The generic control view extension of the basic service for the Closed Vser Group
consist of an association as class represented by the half circle and the object class
"Access arrangement in figure 5.4, B.5.
Because a user can subscribed 10 more than one CVG, the object class "CVG" is
associated to "Access arrangement" with the "one to many" association.
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Sub&criIed 10

...JL
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I Y \, -
connects 10

connects 10

Figure 5.4: Generic contro/ view C/osed User Group.
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Calling terminal control view
Tbe control view in a calling terminal is not changed by a comparison with the basic
service. As the scenarios teIl in [Q.85 89], the terminal does not execute the outgoing
and incoming cua control.
Tbese control functionalities will he accommodated in an exchange.

Exchange control view
We make a difference hetween an exchange with and without access check
functionalities. The control view in an exchange without remains the same like the basic
service. Appendix B contains this view. With access check functionalities, the exchange
wiIl he expanded with the three objects; party, access arrangement and cua including
the associations of the generic control view. Figure 5.4, B.7 shows the object model of
the exchange with access arrangement.

Subscribe<f 10
Beater MrVice ~ "--1 S~lnfo

A0C8SS Arrangement

~ Subscri:led 10

1 21 A A ...JL
Beater Conn. Point Through-conneets Bearerlink Precc:. Conn. Suoc. Conn. CUG--

1 Y 0 -
connects 10

connects 10

Figure 5.5: Control view in an exchange with access arrangement.

Called terminal control view
Tbe control view in a called terminal is just like the control view in a calling terminal
equal to the basic service control view.

Instance diagram
Tbe instance diagram of figure 5.6 explain the object models of the several control
views (i.e. terminal viewpoint, exchange with and without access arrangement).

: Exchange wMh : : Exchange wMh :
Cding terminal I outgoing __ I Exchange I Incloning.ccHI I CaIed T.....Nl

________________ .)._~ll!'!'!"! __J.••• J.••II!'~~. _J.•• _. • __ • ••'

Figure 5.6: Jnstance diagram of the control system.
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5.3.5 Identifying Attributes

Access Arrangement attributes
Inter-CVG access

Preferential CVG

CVG attributes
Intra-CVG restrictions

Interlock Code
CVG Index

5. Object model

(Outgoing access, incoming access, outgoing and
incoming access, none)
(CVG Index)

(Incoming caUs barred, outgoing calls barred,
none)

The other attributes of the control objects can he found in appendix B of the basic
service object model.

5.3.6 Refining with inheritance

Objects derived from the control system do not have common structures, so this step can
he omitted.

5.3.7 Testing access paths

Because the object model is relatively simpIe, this step is not important to he executed.
Only the multiplicity association "subscribed to" could he tested. The question to he
asked for the many multiplicity: is there a way to find unique values when needed?
This question can he answered positively because the CVG instaDces are unique by their
attributes "Interlock code" and "CVG index". So the requested CVG can he found.

5.3.8 lterating and refining model

Object model
Problems arise during the creation of the control view in an exchange with Access
Arrangement. At [mt the generic control view was created by expanding the basic
service object model of [AART 93], see figure 5.7.
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Party is accessible to a bearer service with respect to the access arrangement (association
as class). When we look at the control view in an exchange with access arrangement,
we do need subscription information about the party requesting the hearer service. Vsing
this model we do not have that information because object class party is used as model
of the user and therefore not accommodated in an exchange. What we need is an object
containing subscription information, accommodated in an exchange. This information
must still he presented in the network if we look at the management system.
That is the reason for changing the basic object model in the fIrst paragraph.

Functional model
During the performance of the functional model in chapter seven the object model did
change. The fIrst iteration occurs during the functional creation of the preferential CVG.

At fIrst the preferential CVG was modeled by an association showed by figure 5.8.

r------4Ac:cess Arrangement

SlI:lsai:led 10 Prelerential Slbscrbecllo

Figure 5.8: Preferential CUG association.

This association was wrong because the preferential CVG will never bar outgoing eaUs.
Therefor the preferential CVG call will not he checked for outgoing intra-CVG
restrictions. Another reason 10 eliminate this association is; the difference hetween the
attribute "intra-CVG restrictions" of the preferential CVG-object and the other CVG
objects. The constraint of this attribute is different for these two kind of objects. The
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"intra-CVG restriction" of the preferential CVG-object is restricted by incoming caIls
barred and no caIls barred.
The nomination of a preferential CVG will be performed by the management system.
Because it is a requirement that the nominated CVG does not have outgoing calls
barred, the management system must check this fITSt before the actual nomination.
This association is now translated into an Access Arrangement attribute "Preferential
CVG" with parameter "CVG-Index"

At second the attributes "Interlock Code" and "CVG Index" are added 10 the CVG
attributes. These attributes are necessary 10 translate the CVG Index into a Interlock
Code and opposite.

5.3.9 Group classes into modules

This step is not applicable for the control system because the object model fits on one
page.

5.4 Conclusion

The main conclusion for this chapter is the enormous reuse of the basic service-objects.
Looking at the three systems, service, network and control, only the control system is
expanded with objects. For the service system we only add some attributes to object
"service".
The network system is not modeIled in this chapter because it is totally reused. This
reuse was expected because a service (supplementary as weIl as basic) will not change
the network, the network remains release one for all these services. For other releases,
the network system will be enhanced.
The control system is expanded, even the associations of the basic service-control-object
model remain intact.
Finally we see that it is possible to iterate the basic service model during the modelling
of the supplementary service. We saw this in the frrst paragraph of the control system
object model. 50 iteration is an important step for modelling supplementary services as
weU as for basic services.



6 Dynamic model

6.1 Introduction

The dynamic model is the time dependent model of the OMT methodology with a state
transition diagram as output. Coming 10 this diagram, we frrst create scenarios, event
trace diagrams and flow diagrams.
In this chapter the dynamic model will he created for the service and control system of
the supplementary service "Closed Vser Group". The network system will not he
modelled because it is reused. The aim during the performance of the dynamic models
is to reuse as much as possible of the basic service.
Because the "Closed Vser Group" is only perceptible during the establishment of a
service, only this phase will he modelled.

6.2 Service system

In contrast to the object model of the service system, the dynamic model will not he as
generic. Some event-attributes can he added during the service request and the system
has to he checked if the requested service is allowed with respect to the subscribed
Closed Vser Groups. The following paragraphs descrihe the steps to finally realize the
state transition diagram.

6.2.1 Scenarios

The creation of the scenarios is the rmt step to he performed. Within the basic service
description of [AART 93] difference was made hetween enbloc and overlap addressing.
This difference is not made within the supplementary service Closed Vser Group
because it is not imponant The way of addressing does not influence the supplementary
service CVG.
The following scenario's have been identified for the service system with regard to
"Closed Vser Group" (as already said hefore, only establishment):

Scenario I (Successful establishment of a CVG service with CVG index):
• The controlling party request establishment of a CVG service from the system within

requested CVG.
• The system checks if the controlling party is allowed to make an outgoing service

within requested CVG.
• The system checks if the controlled party is allowed to receive the incoming service

within requested CVG.
• The system informs the controlled party of an incoming CVG service request.

35
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• The system notifies the controlling party that the service is in progress.
• The controlled party accepts the offered incoming service request.
• The system indicates successful establishment of the CVG service 10 the controlling

party.

Scenario IJ (Successful establishment of a CVG service with preferential CVG
nominated):

• The controlling party request establishment of a service from the system.
• The system checks if the controlling party is allowed to make an outgoing service and

noticed the nominated preferential CVG. The service will he continued as a CVG
service.

• The system checks if the controlled party is allowed 10 receive the incoming service
within the preferential CVG of the controlling party.

• The system informs the controlled party of an incoming CVG service request.
• The system notifies the controlling party that the service is in progress.
• The controlled partyaccepts the offered incoming service request.
• The system indicates successful establishment of the CVG service 10 the controlling

party.

Scenario 111 (Successful establishment of a requested CVG service with outgoing
access):

• The controlling party request establishment of a CVG service from the system.
• The system checks if the controlling party is allowed to make an outgoing service and

noticed that it is not allowed. The service will he continued as a non CVG service
because the controlling party has outgoing access.

• The system checks if the controlled party is allowed to receive the incoming service
(incoming access allowed).

• The system informs the controlled party of an incoming service request.
• The system notifies the controlling party that the service is in progress.
• The controlled partyaccepts the offered incoming service request.
• The system indicates successful establishment of a non CVG service to the controlling

party.

Scenario IV (Unsuccessful establishment of a CVG service, case 1):
• The controlling party request establishment of a CVG service from the system within

requested CVG.
• The system checks if the controlling party is allowed to make an outgoing service

within requested CVG. This is not allowed (outgoing calls barred and no outgoing
access).

• The system indicates the rejection of the requested CVG service to the controlling
party.

Scenario V (Unsuccessful establishment of a CVG service, case 2):
• The controlling party request establishment of a CVG service from the system within

requested CVG.
• The system checks if the controlling party is allowed to make an outgoing service

within requested CVG.
• The system checks if the controlled party is allowed to receive the incoming service

within requested CVG. This is not allowed (incoming calls barred).
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• The system indicates the rejection of the requested CVG service 10 the controlling
party.

6.2.2 Event trace diagrams

The second step is the translation of the scenarios into event trace diagrams. Events
include all signals, inputs, decisions, interrupts, transitions, and actions 10 or from the
users or extemal devices.

Some abbreviations are used in the following event trace diagrams with the explanation:

• Qos Quality of service

• CVG-Req Closed Vser Group Request

• CI-cgp CVG Index controlling party

• CI-cdp CVG Index controlled party

• OA-Req Outgoing Access Request

The CVG related event-attributes are optional and will be described in chapter seven.
Event "Service confmn" contains CVG related event-attributes also because a particular
service request can change by the system into another request. For example if a service
is requested without CVG related event-attributes, what means "Service Request" event
occurs without the event-attributes CVG-Req, CI-cgp and OA-Req, can change into a
CVG service. This transformation into a CVG service can happen if a preferential CVG
is nominated. Therefore the controlling party must be acquainted.

~ T 1,·'coP I" .~ ~R_' ?
(Service Type, Address, Cos, CUG-Req, CI-cgp, o "-Req)

Service Indication
(~ervice Type, Cos, CUG-Req, CI-cdp, OA-Re.q)

Service Progress
(StalUs-aler1ing)

Service Response

Service Confirm

I~' • Cootrol1i.ng Party
COl' • Controlled Party

scenario I
Successful establishment of a CUG service wlth CUG Index

Figure 6.1: Event trace diagram of scenario J.
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I.·······C(]P••.•.•••I IServic.] Ico~1.......

Service Request
(Service Type, Addre.., Cos)

Service Indicalion

(Servic Type, Cos, CUG·Req, CI-Cldp-egp-prel.:C "·Req)
Service Progress
(StlllUs-elerting)

Service Response

Service Confirm

I~: • Ca'lt rolling Party
COl' • Ca'lt rolloo:l Party

SCenario 11
Successful establishment of a servIce wlth preferentlal CUG nom/nated

Figure 6.2: Event trace diagram of scenario 11.

We can see in figure 6.2 the transfonnation of the nonnal service request into a CUG
service request. The controlling party will he acquainted of this transfonnation byevent
"Service Confmn".

I·····.···...··.··.·.·.·····.·.··.········]•••··~~.····t
Service Request

(Service Type, Addre.., Cos, CUG·Req, CI-cgp, O~.Req)
Service Indication

(Service Type, Cos, OA·Req)
Service Progress
(Status-alerting)

Service Response

Service Confirm

I:K'YS:CGP
COl'

• Ca1trolling Party
• Caitrolled Party I

ScenarIo 111
Successful establishment of a CUG servIce wlth outgolng access

Figure 6.3: Event trace diagram of scenario 111.
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IService·I
Service Request

(Ser rice Type, Addr_s, ColI. CUG·Req. Cl. OA·~llCI)
Service Reject

(Cause)

I:K.,s:
CGP • C<Jntrolling Party
COP • C<Jntrollod Party

SCenario IV,V
Unsuccessful establishment of a CUG service wlth CUG Index

Figure 6.4: Event trace diagram of scenario IV and V.

I

Scenarios IV and V are accommodated in one event trace diagram (figure 6.4). There
is no difference in events between a rejection as a consequence of a non CVG
subscription of the controlling party and controlled party.

6.2.3 Event now diagram

An event flow diagram summarizes events between classes, without regard for sequence.
The event flow diagram will be reused with no additional events. Figure 6.5 only shows
the events of the event flow diagram concemed with the CVG supplementary service.
Only the attributes of these events may change.

"="'~-- 1- ~ --~I cr~"1
Service Prog_
Service Conti'm
Service Reject

Figure 6.5: Event flow diagram with CUG re/ated events.

6.2.4 State transition diagrams

The final step to be performed during the creation of the dynamic model is the
derivation of the state transition diagram. This diagram shows the events an object
receives and sends. A state transition diagram has to be prepared for each object class
separately.

Service object c1ass
The state transition diagram of the object class "Service" will only change in the upper
part during the establishment of a service.
Figure 6.6 shows the state transition diagram of the object class "Service". The
abbreviation "AA" in this figure means Access Arrangement.
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Figure 6.6: State transition diagram for the Service object class.

The dotted rounded rectangle state "Service requested" means; the state is equal to the
"Service requested-state" of the basic service. From this state, the state transition
diagram has the same continuation like the basic service. This construction can he
compared with the hooks within the SDL diagrams. Appendix C contains the state
transition diagrams of the basic service, the continuation of the supplementary service
can he found there.

Optional attributes hesides "Address", "Service Type" and
"Qos" are: "CUG-Req", "CI-cgp" and "OA".
Same optional attributes as event "Service Request".
Same optional attributes as event "Service Request". Only
"CI-egp" is replaced by "CI-cdp".

Service Confmn:
Service Indication:•

Party object class
The state transition diagram of the object class party does not change by comparison
with the basic service. Only a few attributes will he optional to some events. These
events are:
• Service Request:

•

6.3 Control system

Because of a changed basic service object model, the basic service dynamic model will
also change a bit. Therefore the fust paragraph descrihes the modifications of the basic
model. Only the state transition diagram will he showed in that paragraph.
Subsequently the dynamic model steps for the supplementary service Closed User Group
will he described.
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6.3.1 Corrections of the basic service-dynamic model

41

A changed object model asks for a reviewed dynamic model. This paragraph contains
the description of the review. Firstly we reviewed the scenarios with no modifications
as aresuIt Secondly the event trace diagrams where reviewed. Because of an additional
object c1ass, the event trace diagram of the exchange is changed. From now we make
a difference between an exchange with and without subscription infonnation. Appendix
D contains the event trace diagram of an exchange with subscription infonnation.
Without subscription information, the event trace diagram will not change, also see
[AART 93].
Like the event trace diagram, the event flow diagram separates between exchanges with
and without subscription information. Appendix E contains the event flow diagram of
the exchange with subscription infonnation.
The last step was the creation of the state transition diagram with only modifications in
the object class "Bearer Service" and a new diagram for the object c1ass "Subscription
Infonnation".

Figure 6.7 shows a part of the bearer service state transition diagram with subscription
check. The diagram must be continued from the dotted state with the same state of the
bearer service without subscription check. Appendix C contains the state transition
diagram of the bearer service without subscription check. In this way it is easy to
separate between several types of object state transition diagrarns.

Figure 6.8 contains the state transition diagram of the additional object c1ass
"Subscription infonnation". We see no begin and end point in this diagram, it is a
continuous loop. The management system will contain the begin and end point (one-shot
life cycle) of this object c1ass. After all it is the management job to determine the kind
of subscription.
This shows that it is possible to make a relation between management objects and
signalling objects.

Subectiplian Aojecl(Cauee)

I
Out IC PC: 8S 1Wjoc:l(C....)

8S~ la......e-,-.ChaF8Ct.)
I
OutloSl:~~

,---- -----4-
I I
I-~I
I I

,,----------,

Figure 6.7: State transltlon diagram of the Bearer Service in an exchange with
suhscription information.
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Figure 6.8: State transition diagram of subscription information.

6.3.2 Scenarios

6. Dynamic model

The scenario types of the control system are equa! to the scenarios of the service system.
The identified scenarios are:

Scenario I (Successful establishment of a CVG service with CVG indication)
• Controlling party request establishment of a CVG service from the system within a

CVG.
• The access arrangement of the requested CVG service of the originating party is

checked.
• The access arrangement of the requested CVG service of the destination party is

checked.
• The required bearer capability is derived and the bearer set-up is initiated.
• Connection is routed through the network. At each node, network resources are

reserved and through-eonnected.
• The incoming CVG service request is indicated to the controlled user.
• Alerting signa! is returned back to the controlling user.
• Controlled user accepts the CVG service request.
• The service confmnation is relayed to the controlling user.

Scenario 11 (Successful establishment of a service with a preferential CVG
nominated)

• Controlling party request establishment of a service from the system.
• The access arrangement of the requested service of the originating party is checked.

Because of the nominated preferential CVG, the establishment will continue with a
CVG service request with CVG-Index =preferential.

• The access arrangement of the requested CVG service of the destination party is
checked.

• The required bearer capability is derived and the bearer set-up is initiated.
• Connection is routed through the network. At each node, network resources are

reserved and through-eonnected.
• The incoming CVG service request is indicated to the controlled user.
• Alerting signa! is returned back to the controlling user.
• Controlled user accepts the CVG service request.
• The service confmnation is relayed to the controlling user.

Scenario In (Successful establishment of a service with Outgoing Access)
• Controlling party request establishment of a service from the system with Outgoing

Access.
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• The access arrangement of the requested service of the originating party is checked.
• The access arrangement of the requested service of the destination party is checked.
• The required bearer capability is derived and the hearer set-up is initiated.
• Connection is routed through the network. At each node, network resources are

reserved and through-connected.
• The incoming service request is indicated to the controlled user.
• Alerting signal is returned back to the controlling user.
• Controlled user accepts the service request
• The service confmnation is relayed 10 the controlling user.

Scenario IV (Unsuccessful establishment of a CVG service, case 1)
• Controlling party request establishment of a CVG service from the system within a

CVG.
• The access arrangement of the requested CVG service of the originating party is

checked and denied.
• The system informs the controlling party of the rejected CVG service request.

Scenario V (Unsuccessful establishment of a CVG service, case 2)
• Controlling party request establishment of a CVG service from the system within a

CVG.
• The access arrangement of the requested CVG service of the originating party is

checked.
• The access arrangement of the requested CVG service of the destination party is

checked and denied.
• The system informs the controlling party of the rejected CVG service request.

6.3.3 Event trace diagrams

Four event trace diagrams have to he created for each scenario (previous chapter), i.e.
controlling terminal, exchange with and without subscription infonnation and controlled
terminal. This was described in figure 3.8 of chapter three.
For the Closed Vser Group we discriminate hetween exchanges with Originating Access
Arrangement, with Destinating Access Arrangement and without any Access
Arrangement.
Finally, we have to create six event trace diagrams for each scenario, exclusive the
possibilities of an exchange with subscription infonnation and one of the Access
Arrangements.

Figure 6.9 shows the event trace diagram of the controlling terminal of the flfSt scenario.
Other event trace diagrams can he found in appendix F.
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Figure 6.9: Control system scenario I (Controlling Terminal).

6.3.4 Event flow diagrams

For the basic service there are two event flow diagrams, one for the terminal and one
for the exchange. The event flow diagram of the terminal does not change for the
supplementary service "Closed User Group", there are no additional objects and
operations. The exchange without access arrangement check also has no additional
objects and operations. Therefore the control system will not change for those parts.
For the exchange with access arrangement check, there are two additional objects and
some additional operations between these objects and actual objects. Figure 6.10 shows
the event flow diagram of the exchange with access arrangement check.
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Figure 6.10: Event flow diagram of the exchange with access arrangement.

6.3.5 State transition diagrams

Because most of the state transition diagrams of the several objects are reused, only the
additional and changeable objects are described in the following paragraphs. The last
paragraph describes the changeable attributes of events which are not listed in the other
paragraphs.

Bearer Service object class
For the bearer service we discriminate between the bearer service with and without
Access Arrangement check. Without access arrangement check the Bearer Service state
transition diagram remains the same, like the state transition diagram for the basic
service. Only event-attributes may be added to some events. These events are:
• BS Request: Expanded with "CVG-Req" and "CI-cgp", "IC" or "CI-cdp"

during a CVG-call request and with "OA" if an outgoing access
is allowed.

• Create: (Creation of a succeeding connection) Same expansions as BS
Request.

For the basic service there is a difference between the bearer service for the controlling
tenninal together with exchange and the controlled terminal. Because the access
arrangement will never be accommodated in a terminal (controlling or controlled), we
only have to adapt the state transition diagram of the exchange.

The state transition diagram of the exchange will only change before the state "Service
Requested", also see the event trace diagrams of paragraph 6.3.3. Figure 6.11 shows the
state transition diagram of this exchange.
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Figure 6.11: State transition diagram/or the BS with AA check in a exchange.

The state "Service Requested" correspond to the state "Service Requested" of the bearer
service class of the basic service. With this construction a comparison can he made with
the 3-stage method, stage two. In this stage the SOL diagrams for supplementary
services are using hooks to integrate supplementary services into basic services. We see
the same construction in the state transition diagrams of supplementary services.

Access Arrangement object c1ass
Because the object "Access Arrangement" will not he created and released within the
establishment of a caB, the state transition diagram consists of a continuous loop. The
creation and the release of this object will he performed by the management system.
Therefor the state transition diagram of the "Access Arrangement" for the management
system will represent a one-shot life cycle. In figure 6.12 we can see the continuous
loop of this state transition diagram.

When a CVG is requested during the establishment of a caU, a CVG check must be
performed. If a non CVG-call is requested by the controlling party, this call may turn
into a CVG-eall if a preferential CVG is nominated. See the functional model of chapter
seven for the results of the check.
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Figure 6.12: State transition diagram of the Access Arrangement object c/ass.

CVG object c1ass
For the state diagram of the "CVG" object class we do have the same considerations as
we had for the "Access Arrangement" object class. This state transition diagram also
represents a continuous loop and the creation and release will also he performed by the
management system. Figure 6.13 shows the state transition diagram of the "CVG" object
class.
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Figure 6.13: State transition diagram of the CUG object c/ass.

Chapter seven shows the results of the CVG check within the "CVG" object.

Teleservice object class
Besides some added attributes of events, the whole state translbon diagram of the
"Teleservice" object class will he reused. Events with changed and added attributes are:
• TS Request: Depending on the type of request, the attributes "CVG-Req" and

"CI-cgp" are added for a CVG-call request and "OA" is added
when outgoing access is requested.
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• BS Request:
• TS Indication:
• BS Indication:

Same additions as TS Request.
Same additions as TS Request with CI-cgp replaced by CI-cdp.
Same additions as TS Indication.

Service Indication:
Service Confmn:

Party object dass
Like the teleservice object class, the Party object class is reused with some event
attributes added. These event-attributes are:
• Service Request: Same additions as TS Request of the ''Teleservice'' object

class.
Same additions as Service Request.
Same additions as Service Request with CI-cgp replaced
by CI-cdp.

•
•

Bearer Connecting Point object dass
The state transition diagram for the "Bearer Connecting Point" object class is, by
comparison with the "Bearer Connecting Point" of the basic service, reused. There are
DO additions observed.

Bearer link object dass
Just like the "Bearer Connecting Point" object c1ass, this state transition diagram is
reused.

Preceding Connection object dass
Only the event-attributes of the "BS Request" event are expanded with the additions:
"CUa-Req", cua identification ("CI-cgp", IC or CI-cdp) and "OA". The type of cua
identification depends on the physical position of the exchange. Figure 6.14 shows the
cua identification type. It is possible that more exchanges lie between Controlling
Party (CGP) and exchange, all those exchanges do have "CI-cgp" as cua identification.
This is also assigned to "IC" between the two exchanges and "CI-cdp" between
exchange and Controlled Party (CDP).

CI-cdpICCI-cgp... ~IC ~IC ~:

Ei"""._ Ei"""._
GP OuIgoiIlllA....

1_1IIl_
CD

~e- ~C_

Figure 6.14: CUG identification BS Request event attribute of the Pc.

Beside this addition, the state transition diagram for the "Preceding connection" is reused
totally.

Succeeding Connection object dass
For the succeeding connection we do have the same additions to event-attributes of the
event "Create" as we did for the preceding connection. The cua identification type is
also dependent on the position of the exchange. Figure 6.15 shows the cua
identification type of "BS Request" event-attribute between exchanges and parties. The
same considerations are taken here with regard to other exchanges situated between the
exchanges and parties, as we did for the preceding connection.
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Figure 6.15: CUG identification of the BS Request event-attribute of the SC.

The state transition diagram for the succeeding connection object class will also he
reused.

6.4 Conclusion

Strikingly was the enonnous reuse of state transition diagrams from the basic service.
At fITSt this was not expected because dynamicly things would change and disorder the
state transition diagrams. But with dotted states it was possible to continue the basic
state transition diagram or to interrupt the basic state transition diagram.
Another advantage of this construction is the simplicity of making exceptions in
functionality of a particular object class. This was used for object class "Bearer Service"
to discriminate hetween an exchange with and without Access Arrangement Check.

Another remarkable conclusion is the interaction hetween signalling system and
management system with regard to state transition diagrams of an object class. We saw
the continuous loop of object class "CVG". The atttibutes of this object can he modified
by the management system. So the instantiation of this object will he done by the
management system and not by the signalling system. Therefore the state transition
diagram of this object class "CVG" will be a one-shotter (start and end point) in the
management system.



7 Functional model

7.1 Introduction

This chapter descrihes the functional model of the service system and the control
system. The network system will not he described because there will he DO changes to
the basic model.
The steps to he followed during the realisation of the functional model are borrowed
from the OMT method. So for both (Service system and Control system) the frrst step
will he the identification of input and output parameters. The second step is building
data flow diagrams which will show functional dependencies. The third step is the
description of the several functions. The fourth step is the identification of constraints
and the last step is the specification of the optimization criteria. The last step
(specification of the optimization criteria) will not he performed in this chapter.
Specifying optimization criteria is maximize, minimize or otherwise optimize specified
values, is not applicable for the Closed User Group.
The last paragraph of this chapter contain the conclusions.

7.2 Service system

The frrst system to he modelIed functionally is the service system. The service system
is the abstract level of the control system. Therefore the functional model of the service
system will he used as an abstraction for the control system.

7.2.1 Identify input and output values

Input and output values are parameters of events hetween the system and the outside
world. In case of the service system we discriminate hetween the Controlling Party
(CGP) and Controlled Party (CDP) to identify theses values.
The input/output values for the CGP are:

• Service Type (output)

• Address (output)

• Qos = Quality of service (output)

• CUG-Req. =CUG-Request (output)

• CI-cgp =CVG Index controlling party (output)

• OA-Req. = Outgoing Access Request (output)

51
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• alening (input)

For the CDP we identified the values:

• CI-cdp = CVG Index controlled party (input)

• Service Type (input)

• Qos (input)

• CVG-Req. =CVG-Requested (input)

• OA-Req. =Outgoing Access Requested (input)

Of the identified parameters only "CVG-Req.tI, "CI-cgp", "OA-Req." and "CI-cdp" have
to deal with Closed Vser Group. So we only regard these parameters within the
functional model.
All the CVG related parameters are optional, i.e. it is possible to set up a caU without
these parameters. The "CI-cgp", "CI-cdp" and "OA-Req" are always involved with the
"CVG-Req", i.e. "CVG-Req." can occur stand alone.

7.2.2 Build data flow diagrams showing functional dependencies

A data flow diagram shows how each output value is computed from input values and
is usually constructed in layers. Because the service system is an abstraction, only the
top layer will be constructed. Therefore only one process is derived for the service
system. Figure 7.1 shows the data flow diagram of the service system with one process,
viz. "Check".

Service T
Acldress ype Service T
Qos Qos ype
CUG-Req. CUG-Req.
OA-Req. OA-Req.

1
-~CI<9P ~~l-cdp I
Controling Party _ !_ Check Cal, ~ Controled Party

Alening ......----.....
Cause

Figure 7.1: Data flow diagram of eaU check.

Process "Check" checks if both panies (controlling, controlled) are both member of the
requested CVG and if outgoing and incoming access is allowed.

7.2.3 Describe functions

After refining the data flow diagrams, each function in that diagram has to be described.
The description can be in natura! language, mathematical equations, pseudocode,
decision tables, or some other appropriate form. The natural language in combination
with pseudocode is selected for the description of the function "Check", because it is an
abstract function and therefore hard to describe in mathematical equations or decision
tables. The pseudocode is only restricted to "AND's" and "OR's" between the natural
language.
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We can derive from the data flow diagram that only one function has to be described,
viz. "Check". As stated in paragraph two, parameters "CI-egp" and "OA-Req" can only
occur in combination with parameter "CVG-Req". Parameter "CVG-Req" can or can not
be included within a selVice request. Therefore we discriminate between selVice request
with CVG-Request (item I) and selVice request without CVG-Request (item n). Item I
contains the parameter "CVG-Req" in combination with the parameters notated in front
of the line after the ".". The text behind a combination of parameters, is the
combination permitted to accomplish the requested selVice.
Item n describes the function without CVG-request and with and without preferential
CVG nominated. Like item I, the function of item n describes the combination
necessary 10 accomplish the requested selVice.

I CVG·Request by controlling party
• CI-cgp, OA-Req : (Controlling party has no outgoing caUs barred AND controlled

party has no incoming calls barred AND controlled party is a
member of the CVG) OR (controlling party has outgoing
access per callor permanent AND controlled party has
incoming access or is not a CVG user).

* CI-cgp :

* OA-Req :

• none:

(Controlling party has no outgoing calls barred AND controlled
party has no incoming calls barred AND controlled party is a
member of the CVG) OR (controlling party has a permanent
outgoing access AND (controlled party has incoming access
OR is not a CVG user».

(Controlling party has a preferential CVG nominated AND
controlled party has no incoming calls barred AND controlled
party is a member of the CVG) OR (controlling party has
permanent or per call outgoing access AND (controlled party
has incoming access OR controlled party is not a CVG user».

(Controlling party has a preferential CVG nominated AND
controlled party has no incoming calls barred AND controlled
party is a member of the CVG) OR (controlling party has
permanent outgoing access AND (controlled party has
incoming access OR is not a CVG user».

11 No CVG·Request by controlling party
• Pref CVG nominated: (Controlled party has no incoming calls barred AND controlled

party is a member of the CVG) OR «controlling party has a
permanent outgoing access OR controlling party is not a CVG
user) AND (controlled party has incoming access OR
controlled party is not a CVG user».

• No pref CVG: «Controlling party has permanent outgoing access OR
controlling party is not a CVG user) AND (Controlled party
has incoming access OR controlled party is not a CVG user».
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7.2.4 Identify constraints

7. Functional model

Constraints are functional dependencies hetween objects that are not related by an input
output dependency. There are two constraints identified for the service system, these are:

Constraint I: The preferential CVG can never barr outgoing calis.
Constraint 11: If the optional parameters "CI<gp" and "OA-Req" are given then the

optional parameter "CVG-Req" is compelled.

The frrst constraint is a condition for the management system during the registration of
the CVG- and Access Arrangement- information. The second constraint is a dependency
hetween event-attributes.

7.3 Control system

The functional model of the control system is an expansion of the service system.
Therefore some steps can he refrained from the steps mentioned in the fiTst paragraph
of this chapter. The fiTst omission is the identification of the input and output values.
This step can he omitted, the same input and output values are identified.
The second omission is the identification of the constraints, the same constraints are
identified for the control system.
Be left are the data flow diagrams in the second paragraph and the description of
functions in the third paragraph. The fiTst paragraph descrihes the possible modification
of the basic service-functional model.

7.3.1 Corrections of the basic service·functional model

Because of a changed object and dynamic model for the basic service, we first have to
review the functional model too. The alterations in these models are concemed to the
subscription information of a party. The function of this subject is to check the
subscription of the terminal. If the service request is accepted, then the function returns
the value 'success'. This function corresponds to the function "Service Screening" of the
basic service in [AART 93]. So functionally nothing is changed by comparison with the
actual functional model.

7.3.2 Build data flow diagrams showing functional dependencies

The data flow diagram of the service system, figure 7.1, is an abstraction of the data
flow diagram of the control system. Therefore the data flow diagram of the service
system is the top layer for the control system. This data flow diagram will he expanded
into detailed data flow diagrams.
The frrst expansion (second layer) will divide the process "check" into a "Originating
check" and a "Destination check". The "originating Check" checks if the originating
party is allowed to make an outgoing CVG call possibly with "Outgoing Access" and
the "Destination Check" checks if the destination party is allowed to receive an
incoming call possibly with incoming access. The distinction hetween these checks is
made because they will he accommodated in different exchanges. Another reason is that
a call rejected by the "Originating Check" does not need 10 he checked by the
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"Destination Check". So "Originating Check" and "Destination Check" are two different
functionalities.
When the caB is rejected by the "Originating Check" or "Destination Check", the reason
will he translated by "Reject Reason" into a message for the controlling party. Figure
7.2 shows the second layer data flow diagram of the control system.

CUG-Req.
OA·Req.
C1-<lIlP

CUG-Req.
OA-c-
Cl;'

AI8lting

Figure 7.2: Data flow diagram of "Check".

Tbe second expansion (thW layer) will divide the "Originating Check" and "Destination
Check".
Figure 7.3 shows the expansion of the "Originating Check" process into the processes
"Originating AA Check", "Outgoing CVG Check" and "CI-cgp to IC conversion". Tbe
following explanation can he given regarding this diagram:

If a service is requested, it can he accompanied by a CVG-Request and a CVG
Index. In case of a accompanied CVG-Request and CVG-Index, the service has
10 he checked by the process "Outgoing CVG Check". Tbe information (needed
10 make this check) will he acquired from the Intra-CVG restrictions. If this
check is positive, then the CVG-Index will he translated into an Interlock Code
(IC) by the process "CI-egp 10 IC conversion". This translation is necessary
because a particular Closed Vser Group will he characterized by the Interlock
Code, within the network. After a CVG-Check, an Access Arrangement check
have to he perfonned for a possible optional Outgoing Access.
In case of non accompanied CVG-Index, the requested service will he checked
for a possible preferential CVG and Outgoing Access. It is not necessary (in case
of a nominated preferential CVG) to check the intra-CVG restriction because a
preferential CVG can never bar outgoing calis. So process "Outgoing CVG
Check" will not he invoked in this case. Only the conversion of the CVG-Index
into an Interlock Code, must he perfonned.

Figure 7.4 shows the expansion of the "Destination Check" process into the processes
"Destination AA Check", "Incoming CVG Check" and "IC to CI-cdp conversion". Tbe
following explanation can he given regarding this data flow diagram:

In case of a service request accompanied by a CVG-request and CVG-Index, the
process "Incoming CVG Check" must he invoked 10 check the intra-CVG
restrictions. At the same moment a conversion has 10 he made of the Interlock
Code into the CVG-Index of the controlling party. This conversion will he
perfonned by the process "IC to CI-cdp conversion". Subsequently the
"Destination AA check" process have to he perfonned for a possible optional
incoming access.
In case of a service request without a CVG-request, only process "Destination
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AA Check" to check the Intra-CVG access for a possible incoming selVice.

Inter·CUG
Access

Pref8rential
CUGlndex

Inter-CUG
Access

Rejec:t

CUG-Req.
OA·Req.
CI-cdp

IA
CUG-Req.
OA-Req.
IC

CUG-Req.
OA-Req.
CI-cgp

Intra-CUG
Restrictions

Interlock
Code

Intra-CUG
Restrictions

CUG-Index-cdp

Figure 7.3: Data flow diagram of the
"Originating Check".

Figure 7.4: Data flow diagram of the
"Destination Check".

7.3.3 Describe functions

Only the expanded processes have to he descrihed in this paragraph. These processes
are: Reject Reason, Originating AA Check, Outgoing CVG Check, CI-cgp to IC
conversion, Destination AA Check, Incoming CVG Check and IC to CI-edp conversion.
The foUowing paragraphs will descrihe each of them.

Reject Reason
The function of "Reject Reason" is to translate the rejections originated from the
"Originating Check" and "Destination Check" into messages for the user. Reject reasons
originated from the "Originating Check" are:
• Outgoing caUs barred (Ocb) within requested CVG.
• No outgoing access allowed.
• Controlling party is not subscrihed to requested CVG.

Reject reasons originated from the "Destination Check" are:
• Incoming calls barred Ocb) within requested CVG.
• No incoming calls allowed.
• Controlled party is not subscribed to requested CVG.

Originating AA Check
Function "Originating Access Arrangement Check" checks the requested selVice with
regard to the Inter-CVG restrictions and invokes the "Originating CVG Check" function.
Table 7.1 shows the results of the check. The actual attribute in the right column will
he provided by the management system. The attributes of the top row will he provided
by the controlling party. The result of this check selVe as input for the "Destination AA
check" in case of no rejection. The empty cells represent a rejection of the service
request.
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Aocess arrangement CUG reIaIed parameters received from CGP NoCUG
Iftrbutes of CGP tor relaled
requesled service CUG-Req. parameters

Cl Cl
OA OA

Orig CUG Check Orig CUG Check

CApercaJI Orig CUG Check Orig CUG Check non~caI

CA

CA permanenI Orig CUG Check Orig CUG Check non-eUG call non-eUGcai non-eUG call
OA OA

Pref. CUG nominated Orig CUG Check Orig CUG Check CUG-Req. CUG-Req. CUG-Req.
lC.pref CUG lC.pref CUG lC.pref CUG

Pref. CUG nominaled Orig CUG Check Orig CUG Check CUG-Req. CUG-Req. CUG-Req.
OA per call OA lC.pref CUG lC.pref CUG lC.pref CUG

OA

Pref. CUG nominated Orig CUG Check Orig CUG Check CUG-Req. CUG-Req. CUG-Req.
OA permanent OA OA lC.pref CUG lC.prefCUG lC.prefCUG

OA OA OA

Nol a CUG user nonoCUG call

Table 7.1: Originating CVG check.

Outgoing CVG Check

Inlra-CUG restriction (Outgoing) Orig CUG check(Cl-cgp)

No restriction Orig CUG Confirm
IC-spe<: CUG

Outgoing Cals Barred Orig CUG Reject

Table 72: Outgoing CVG Check.

The result of the "Orig CVG Check" in table 7.1 will be provided by the "Outgoing
CVG Check" function. Table 7.2 shows the possible results of this check. Like the
attributes in the right column of the "Originating AA Check". this column will also be
provided by the management system. The value of the Interlock Code will be provided
by the function "CI-egp to IC conversion".

CI-cgp to IC conversion
The CVG Index provided by the controlling party. must be converted to an Interlock
Code. This conversion is necessary because the network interpret the Interlock Code as
a CVG indication.
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Destination AA Check
"Oestination AA Check" Checks the access arrangement of the controlled party by using
table 7.3. The actual attribute in the rmt column of this table will be providOO by the
management system. Attributes in the top row of the table (input parameters AA check)
corresponds to the output of the "Originating AA Check". The cells containing "Oest
CVG Check", invokes the function "Incoming CVG Check". The empty cells represent
a rejection of the service request.

Aocess arrangement Match belween CUG-Req wkh IC non-elJG caII
~ibules ol COP lor IC and CI-<:q:l
requested seMce OA-Req

Match [)est ClJG Check [)est CUG Check

No Match

Incoming Aocess a1lowed Match [)est CUG Check + [)est ClJG Check non-elJG call
OA·Req

No Match non-elJG call non-elJG call

Table 7.3: Destination AA Check.

Incoming CUG Check
"Incoming CVG Check" correspond to the already statOO "Outgoing CVG Check", it
checks the intra-CVG restrictions of the controlled party, see table 7.4. 'CI-cdp =spec
IC' in table 7.4 represents an invocation of the function "IC 10 CI-cdp conversion".

Intra-elJG restridion (Incoming) [)est ClJG check(lC)

No restridion [)est ClJG Confinn
CI-<:q:l • spec IC

Incoming CaIs Barred [)est CUG Rejed

Table 7.4: lncoming CUG Check.

IC to CI·cdp conversion
A user identifies a ClosOO Vser Group by an CVG-Index. Therefore it is necessary to
convert the Interlock Code into an understandable (for a party) CVG-Index. Actually,
this conversion is the reverse conversion of "CI-cgp to IC conversion".

7.4 Conclusion

Compared with the functional model of the basic service, the functional model of the
ClosOO Vser Group is more extensive. One can expect this because a signalling system
invoking the ClosOO Vser Group-service, has to perform many checks before
establishment of a service within a CVG. Checking is a function and therefore it belongs
to the functional model.
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By comparison with the object and dynamic model, the functional model reuses nothing
from the basic service functional model. This was expected because a Closed User
Group is functionally totally different from a basic service.
To keep survey of the functional model, it is recommendable to work in layers. A model
in layers is easy to change afterward.



Part 3 Comparison and Conclusions

8 Comparison between 3-stage and
OMT

8.1 Introduction

So far study was made of the 3-stage method and the new OMT based method (part
one) and of the application of the OMT based method on the Closed User Group (part
two). This brings about a chapter that compares these two methods. A similar
comparison is made for the basic service in [BECK 93], therefore this comparison will
only focus on supplementary services.
Paragraph two of this chapter will give the similarities between these two methods.
These similarities will probably correspond with the similarities of the basic service in
[BECK 93]. The differences will be described in paragraph three. Paragraph four
describes the supplementary specific comparisons. The expectations conceming the OMT
based method, will be described in paragraph five and the conclusions in paragraph six
will close this chapter.

8.2 Similarities

The similarities between the 3-stage and the OMT based method will be described in
this paragraph by searching a similarity step of the OMT method for every step of the
3-stage method. Every stage of the 3-stage method will be described separately.

Stage 1
As stated in chapter two, the frrst stage describes the service from the user point of view
and consists of three steps. Table 8.1 shows the similar steps between stage one and
OMT.

Ste 3·Stage melhod Step OMT based method
p

1.1 Service prose definition and 1& Problem statement.
description. 1.2.1 5cenarios of the service system.

1.2 Statie description of the service. 1.1 Object model of the service system.

1.3 Dynamie description of the 1.2.4 State transition diagram of the service system.
service. &3 Functional model of the service system.

Table 8.1: Resemblance between stage 1 and OMT.
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Table 8.1 shows that the dynamic description of the service by using graphic means
corresponds with the state transition diagram and the functional model of the service
system. H we look at the OSOLs of the supplementary service "Closed Vser Group"
[1.255 89], we see that the CVG-checks are represented by means of decisions. Within
the OMT based method, the functional model accornmodates these checks. So the name
of step 1.3 (Dynamic description of the service using graphic means) is inaccurate.

Remarkable is step two of stage one. For supplementary services, this step is not
performed. H we look at the Closed Vser Group, this step should be performed because
CVG-subscription information is an attribute.

Stage 2
Stage two consists of five steps, describing the intermediate view of what happens at the
user-network interface and inside the network between different exchanges, see chapter
two. Table 8.2 shows the similarities between stage two and the OMT based method.

Step 3-stage method Step OMT based method

2.1 Derivation of a functional model. 2.1 Object model of control system.

2.2 Information flow diagrams. 2.2.3 Event trace diagrams of !he control system.

2.3 SOL diagrams for functional 2.2.4 State transition diagram of !he control system.
entities.

2.4 Functional entity actions. 2.3 Functional model of !he control system.

2.5 A1location of functional entities to For each physicallocation specific control
physicallocations. system (physical entity based).

Table 82: Resemblance between stage 2 anti OMT.

If we look at step 2.3, we see that the functional model of the control system does not
correspond to SOLs, like it did in stage one. Functionalities are accommodated in
functional entity actions within stage two.
Looking at the Closed Vser Group [Q.85 89], we see that CVG control SOLs are
indicated by functional entity action numbers. These functional entity action numbers
are described in step 2.4. So differences are made dynamically and functionally within
stage two that were not made in stage one.

Stage 3
Stage three describes the actual switching and service nodes description, see chapter
three. The similarities between this stage and the OMT based method are accommodated
in table 8.3.
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Step 3-stage method Step OMT based method

3.1 Protocols & formats. 2.2 Dynamic model of the control system.
Design During design phase.

3.2 Switching & service nodes. 2.3 Functional model of the control system.

Table 83: Resemblance between stage 3 and OMT.

The network system does not correspond to any step of the 3-stage method regarding
supplementary services.

8.3 Differences

Modelling generally
3-stage The 3-stage is emphasized dynamically. Only step 1.2 is statically

oriented and will not he performed for supplementary services.
OMT Besides dynamic, OMT is highly statically oriented. There is much

emphasize on the object model.

Dynamic description stage one
3-stage The dynamic description of the service using graphic means includes

functionalities, see paragraph two of this chapter.
OMT The OMT based method discriminates hetween dynamics and

functionalities within the service system.

Allocation of functional entities to physical locations
3-stage The 3-stage method allocates functional entities to physical locations in

step 2.5. This allocation provides several scenarios. We see in case of the
Closed User Group that the functional entity "outgoing and incoming
CUG control" can he accornmodated in an exchange or in a centralized
database.

OMT Using OMT, a control system must he created for every scenario. The
reason for this is, that the OMT based method is "physical-entity" based.

Readability
3-stage
OMT

The readability of the functional model is lesser.
As OMT means with "Real-world experience", the object model is a good
representation of the system.
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8.4 Supplementary service specific

SDLs stage two versus state transition diagram
The stage two SDLs of the 3-stage method for supplementary services, interrupts into
the SDLs of the basic service. It is a kind of interruption within the basic service. After
executing the supplementary service the basic service will continue. In this way it is
clear how the basic service interacts with the supplementary service.
We saw the same construction returning when we used OMT. The state transition
diagrams of the basic service are interrupted by the state transition diagrams of the
supplementary service. This was graphical represented by dotted states.

Information flow diagrams stage two versus event flow diagrams
The relation between basic service and supplementary service is indicated by dotted
events within an infonnation flow diagram. Such a construction was not used for the
event flow diagrams of OMT.
Looking back on these event flow diagrams, it is possible to create a similar
construction. This might be done in two ways:

1. Make a similar relation as in the infonnation flow diagram of the 3-stage method.
This is also possible with dotted events representing a basic service event in the
supplementary service event flow diagram.

2. Only take object classes into the event flow diagram that are supplementary service
related and are related, by an event to or from a supplementary service related object
class.

Making an expectation based choice between these two, depends on the way event
attributes are processed. Infonnation flow diagrams do not have those event attributes.
Probably the fITst way is the best one, if we take the event attributes into account. The
second way will not show the event attributes between object classes which are not
assimilated into the event flow diagram. For example, (see chapter six) the event ''TS
Request" between the controlling party and the teleservice within a controlling terminal,
contains CVG-related event attributes. These CVG-related event attributes will not be
showed in the second way.
If we look at the service system, no CVG-related object classes are added. Therefor the
service system will not contain any event trace diagram, using the second way. But the
service system event trace diagrams do contain CVG-related infonnation.

8.5 Expectations

Integration with the management system
Arelation between the management network and the signalling system occurs frequently
during the creation of the state transition diagrams. For example the "CVG check" of
the CVG object class, see chapter six. "CVG check" checks if the requested CVG
service is allowed within a particular CVG. The state of the CVG object class will not
change by this "CVG check" because no attributes are changed, they will be consulted
by the signalling system only. Therefore the state transition diagram represents a
continuous loop.
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The values of these attributes will he created or will he modified by the management
system. Therefore the state transition diagram of the CVG object class will he a one-shot
diagram within the management system.

Such a relationship can not he made in case of the 3-stage method, more strongly, there
is no relation identified hetween a signalling system modelled by the 3-stage method and
the management system.

Therefore the expectation, conceming the integration of the management system and the
signalling system using the OMT based method is easier than using the 3-stage method.
This expectation can he intensified because at the moment the management system is
modelled by using an object oriented method.

Reuse of basic service object classes
Mter creating the supplementary service "Closed User Group" using the OMT based
method, it appears that many objects could he reused from the basic service object
model. Beside a few added attributes to object classes, all the object classes of the
service system are reused. The totaI network system was reused and the control system
was expanded with some CVG-related object classes.
Looking at other supplementary services, the expectation is that the reusability will he
the same.

Reuse of basic service state transition diagrams
Like the 3-stage method, OMT state transition diagrams for supplementary services
hooks into basic services.
The expectation is that other supplementary services will interrupt the basic service
identicaUy.

8.6 Conclusions

Looking at both methods for modelling supplementary services, we see a couple of
similarities conceming the relation hetween basic and supplementary services. One of
these relations is the relation hetween the basic and supplementary functional entities
which corresponds with the reused object models (possibly added with object classes).
Another relation is the hooks used in SOL diagrams of stage two. These hooks
correspond with the interruption of the basic service state transition diagram by the
supplementary service state transition diagram.

Important differences hetween both methods are:

• The OMT based method is more emphasized statically than the 3-stage method
which is mainly dynamically.

• Allocation 10 physical location will he perfonned earlier within the OMT based
method. OMT must model all the scenarios in the control system.

An advantage of the OMT based method compared to the 3-stage method, is the possible
relation with the management network. For the rest both systems are mainly similar to
each other regarding supplementary services. So using the OMT based method for
modelling supplementary services will he attractive if the management system has to he



9 Conclusions and recommendations

9.1 Conclusions

3-stage method
Stage three seems to he a repetition of stage one and stage two. From this it is dear that
they are parallel developed by different groups of ITU. There are no references in stage
three to lower stages which are weIl presented in stage two to stage one. It can he said
that there is no or bad consultation hetween the stage three group and the groups of the
lower stages, so it seems that the communication group of stage three forgot their own
communication. This overlap can also he a result of the absence of a strict method for
stage three. This can give problems when communication systems hecome complex.

OMT
The OMT based method developed by PTf Research is not in conformance with the
methodology OMT prescrihes. The reason is the teehnology dependent network system.
This teehnology dependent approach is chosen because the technology to he used is
already known, i.e. ATM. An advantage of this approach is, that it will not surprise you
during implementation by problems that cannot he solved by today technology.

OMT (or supplementary services
For supplementary services, the three derived systems (service, network and control) are
modeled. Of these three systems, the network system is reused totally, the other systems
are reused partly.

Problem statement
The problem statement is the frrst step during the analysis phase of OMT. This step
is important because it specifies the capabilities of the final system. Later discovered
imperfections are hard to change.

Object model
The supplementary service object model did reuse much of the basic service object
model. Looking at the three systems, service, network and control, only the control
system is expanded with objects. For the service system we only add some attributes
te object "service".
The network system was not modelled hecause a service (supplementary as weIl as
basic) will not change the network, the network remains rele'ase one for all these
services. For other releases, the network system will he enhanced.
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The control system is only expanded, even the associations of the basic service
control-object model remain intact.
Finally we saw that it is possible to iterate the basic service model during the
modelling of the supplementary service. So iteration is an important step for
modeUing supplementary services as well as for basic services.

Dynamic model
Strikingly was the enormous reuse of state transition diagrams from the basic
service. At fIrst this was not expected because dynamicly things would change and
disorder the state transition diagrams. But with dotted states it was possible 10
continue the basic state transition diagram or 10 interrupt the basic state transition
diagram.
Another advantage of this construction is the simplicity of mak.ing exceptions in
functionality of a particular object class.

Another remarkable conclusion is the interaction between signalling system and
management system with regard to state transition diagrams of an object class. We
saw the continuous loop of object classes. The attributes of these object classes can
be modifIed by the management system. So the instantiation of these object classes
will be done by the management system and not by the signalling system. Therefore
the state transition diagram of these object classes will be a one-shotter (start and
end point) in the management system.

Functional model
Compared with the functional model of the basic service, the functional model of the
Closed User Group is more extensive. One can expect this because a signalling
system invoking the Closed User Group-service, has to perform many checks before
establishment of a service within a CUG. Checking is a function and therefore it
belongs to the functional model.
By comparison with the object and dynamic model, the functional model reuses
nothing from the basic service functional model. This was expected because a Closed
User Group is functionaUy totally different from a basic service.

3-stage compared with OMT
Comparing both methods, for modelling supplementary services, we see a couple of
similarities conceming the relation between basic and supplementary services. One of
these relations is the relation between the basic and supplementary functional entities
that corresponds with the reused object models possibly added with object classes.
Another relation is the hooks used in SOL diagrams of stage two. These hooks
corresponds with the interruption of the basic service state transition diagram by the
supplementary service state transition diagram.

Important differences between both methods are:

• OMT is more emphasized statically than the 3-stage method wh"ich is mainly
dynamically.

• Allocation to physical location will be perfonned sooner within OMT. OMT must
model all the scenarios in the control system.
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An advantage of OMT compared to the 3-stage method, is the possible relation with the
management network. Both systems are mainly corresponding to each other regarding
supplementary services. So using OMT for modelling supplementary services will be
attractive if the management system has to be integrated within the signalling system.

9.2 Recommendations

Chapter four spends a paragraph on restrictions, it describes what will not be modelled
in the chapters five, six and seven. These restrictions are:

• Interworking between different networks.

• Interworking with other supplementary services.

If these restrictions are in charge, negligible problems are expected.

With this project only release one supplementary services are taken into account, which
means only point-to-point connections are allowed. Therefore research has to be done
to model supplementary services for other releases. The other releases are providing
beside point-to-point also multi-point and multi-media connections. So a next step can
be to study release two and three supplementary services using OMT.

If we look at this project, the next question can be asked: Is OMT suitable to model
supplementary service and is it better than the 3-stage method?
The fmt part of the question can be answered positively, OMT is suitable to model
supplementary services. The second part of the question can be answered neutrally,
OMT does not show any important advantage or disadvantage compared to the 3-stage
method. However, when a relation is made between the management system and the
signalling system, OMT probably has advantages compared to the 3-stage method. This
results into a recommendation to apply OMT for supplementary services, when the
relation between management system and signalling system becomes important. An
interesting research topic could be to integrate the management system and the signalling
system using OMT.
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Acronyms

AA
ATM
DCP
D·ISDN
DS
CC
CCA
CCITT

CDP
CGP
Cl
CI-cdp
CI-cgp
CUG
CUG.Req
DSSI
FE
IA
IAA
IBL
IC
ICB
ISDN
ITU·TSS

N·ISDN
OA
OAA
OA.Req
OBL
OCB
OMT
00
OSDL
PC
PCR
PNP
Qos

Access Arrangement
Asynchronous Transfer Mode
Bearer Connecting point
Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network
Bearer Service
CaU Control
CaU Control Agent
International Consultative Committee for Telephony and
Telegraphy
ControUeD Party
ControllinG Party
Closed user group Index
Cug Index controUed party
Cug Index controlling party
Closed User Group
Closed User Group Request(ed)
Digital Signalling System 1
Functional Entity
Incoming Access
Incoming Access Arrangement
Incoming Bearer Link
Interlock Code
Incoming Calls Barred
Integrated Services Digital Network
International Telecommunication Union - Telecommunications
Standards Sector
Narrowband Integrated Services Digital Network
Outgoing Access
Outgoing Access Arrangement
Outgoing Access Request(ed)
Outgoing Bearer Link
Outgoing CaUs Barred
Object Modelling Technique
Object Oriented
Overall Specification and Description Language
Preceding Connection
Peak CeU Rate
Private Numbering Plan
Quality of service
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SC
SDL
SS No.7
TS

Succeeding Connection
Specification and Description Language
Signalling System No.?
Tele Service

Acronyms



Appendix A Main stream OSDL of the
Closed User Group

The dynamic description of the supplementary service Closed User Group is shown in
figure A.I. The symbol with the triangle on the left side represents an input. with a
rectangle on the left side a macro. A macro symbol will expand into a detail SOL
diagram. The symbols with the rounded left and right side represents a state. The
rectangle symbol represents an activity. This SOL diagram also contains the relations
to the basic service SOL diagrams.

n
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Check-A-rej. Check-user

A-profile

Check-A-eonf.

Appendix A

Seebasie L
call processJ

Outgoing

Call

Out-call-rej.

Check-B-rej.

Set eause

Out-call-eonf.

Check-user

B-profile

Check-B-conf.

value

Seebasie L
eall processJ

Seebasie L
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Incoming

eall

Inc-eall-rej.
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Figure A.I: Closed User Group OSDL.



Appendix B Object model basic service

This appendix contains the object models of the basic service, described in [AART 93].
Only the object attributes, associations between objects and the data dictionary are given.

B.I Service system

Data dictionary
Service This object class defines a release I telecomrnunication service (i.e. either

bearer-, tele-, or supplementary service) that the user perceives. A service
may be provided between two parties.

Party A party is an object class that defines one of the participants in the
service from a user point of view, including the user.

Associations between object classes
Figure B.I shows the object model with the associations between the object classes.

~L_Cont_roIed_roler_partIClpal_''_85__P
Participal85

Figure B.l: Service system object model.

Attributes
Service
Service Type (e.g. telephony, video telephony, speech, 3,lkHz

audio)
Subscription (subscribed, not subscribed, general available)
Establishment of comrnunication (permanent, semi-permanent, on-demand)
Configuration (point-point, point-multipoint, multipoint-point)
Supplementary services list (List of supplementary services to be invoked)
Quality of service (e.g. hi-fi)

Party
Address
Role

(ISDN number of the party, i.e. E.l64 number)
(controlling-controlled/calling or called/owner or
non-owner)
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B.2 Network system

• Link

Data dicûonary

• Network element

•

•

•

•

•

•

Point

Originating endpoint

Destinating endpoint

Connecting point

Connection

Converter

Component of connection configuration.

Tbe Link object provides capability for transferring informa
tion transparently between two contiguous points. A link is
unidirectional.

Tennination of a link object.

An originating endpoint is the source for the user data.

A destinating endpoint is the sink for the user data.

A connecting point is an object used in a VC connection
which connects two VC links (VCI translation) together and
information is routed transparently through the VC connecting
point.

A connection is a concatenation of the object link and
connecting point to achieve connectivity between the
endpoints. A connection is unidirectional.

Transformer of the coding of an information stteam.

• Link

Associations between object classes

Network Element

1\
r--I-- ---l.- I

Point Link Converter.....-- ,---
f--- I--

A I--

Connec:Iing Point Destinllling Endpoint Originaling Endpoint

Figure B.2: Generalisation tree of network element.
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Connec:tion

~
.....l..-
link--
lP

1+
link To Point _

Connec:ting Point Destin8ling EndpoInt Origi'-Ing EndpoInl...
Point To Link

link To Point 'r'
Unk To Point

Figure B.3: Association related to the class connection.

Con\l9l'ler

~
Destinating Endpoint (Pan ol different connec:tions) Originafing Endpoint...••••.••.......••••~~

Figure BA: Associations related to the object class converter.

Attributes
Network element
None
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Link
Link identifier
Peak Cell Rate
Quality of Service

Point
Address
Peak Cell Rate
Quality of Service

(VPCINCI)

(E.I64. Point Code)

Originating Endpoint
Identifier of outgoing VC link

Destinating Endpoint
Identifier of incoming VC link

(VPCINCI)

(VPCINCI)

Connecting Point
Resource identifier
Identifier of incoming link (VPCINCI)



• Party

• Teleservice

• Bearer Service

82 Appendix B

Identifier of outgoing link (VPCINCI)

Connection
Connection identifier (VCI)
Peak Cell Rate
Quality of Service

Converter
related to the required code conversion.

• Incoming connection:
- Coding of user plane infonnation

• Outgoing connection:
- Coding of user plane infonnation

B.3 Cootrol system

Data dictionary

A party is an object class that defines one of the partici
pants in the service.

A teleservice encapsulates the aspects of the higher layers
in the user plane and is responsible for the compatibility
check.

A bearer service represents a terminal-to-terminal bi
directional bearer connection.

• Bearer connecting point A bearer connecting point is responsible for control of the
local switehing resources required for a bi-directional
connection.

• Bearer Link This object models a bi-directional channel over a Virtual
Path (VP) to another node.

• Preceding Connection This object is an abstraction of the frrst part of a bi
directional connection and responsible for local (i.e. in the
physical entity) connection establishment. The frrst part of
the connection is defined as the transmission path between
the originating terminal and the adjacent node at the
originating side.

• Succeeding Connection This object is an abstraction of the last part of the bi
directional connection and responsible for connection
establishment to the destination terminal. The last part of
the connection is defined as the transmission path between
the adjacent node at the destination side and the
destination tenninal.
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Assoclations between object classes

83

Figure 5.4, B.5, B.6, 5.4, B.7 and B.8 show the control system-object models of the
basic service borrowed from [AART 93].

,.........-
Party Conlroler TeIeseMce
r-- PWlicipaIes
~

Conlroled I u
PMicipales la aerved by

Bearer .-vice

?
1+ I 1+ I A A

Bearer Conn. Point Through-<lOl'lnecls Bearerlink Precx:. Conn. Succ. Conn.

I Y ~)

oonnects 10

oonnects 10

Figure B.5: Generic control view.

-Party Conlroler TeIeservioe- Plllticipates-- lis served by

Bearerservice

9
I I

Belir"er Conn. Point Through-<lOl'lnecls Belir"er link Suoc. Conn.

Figure B.6: Control view in a calling terminal.
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Bea-er service

9
I 21 I I

Bea-er Conn. Poinl Through-oonnects Bea-erlink Prec:c. Conn. Suec. Conn.

I I Y Y"""r-.", 10

"""""""" ,.,

Figure B.7: Control view in an exchange.

~

Party Controler Teleservioe- Participales
~

"----

11&&erwdbY

Bearer service

9
I I

Bearer Conn. Poinl Through-connects Bearerlink Preoc. Conn.

I y
0

Figure B.8: Control view in a called tenninal.

Attributes

Teleservice
Teleservice type
Address
Characteristics
List of supported teleservices

(e.g. telephony, facsimile, video telephony, etc.)
(E.l64 number)
(e.g. inband-tones or announcements)
(See teleservices types. Used for compatibility
checking)

Bearer Service
Bearer Class
Timing requirements
User Plane Configuration
Traffic Type

Bearer connecting point
Forward Peak cen Rate

Backward Peak cen Rate

(possible values: BCOB-A, BCOB-X or BCLD-D)
(possible values: required or not-required)
(possible values: point-to-point)
(possible values: Constant Bitrate or user defined)

(Maximum cen rate for the caB in forward
direction)
(Maximum ceB rate for the caB in backward
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Incoming User Plane reference
Outgoing User Plane reference

direction)
(e.g. VPCINCI values of the user plane)
(e.g. VPCINCI values of the user plane)
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Bearer Link
Forward Peak cen Rate
Backward Peak Cen Rate
Traffic Type
User Plane reference

Preceding Connection
Forward Peak cen Rate
Backward Peak Cen Rate
Address

Succeeding Connection
Forward Peak cen Rate
Backward Peak cen Rate
Called Party Address

Party
Address
Role

(Maximum een rate for the can in forward direction)
(Maximum een rate for the call in backward direction)
(possible values: Constant Bitrate or user defined)
(i.e. VPCINCI values of the user plane for the eaU)

(Maximum een rate for the call in forward direction)
(Maximum een rate for the eaU in backward direction)
(Depending on physical location either point or E.l64
number)

(Maximum een rate for the call in forward direction)
(Maximum cell rate for the call in backward direction)
(i.e. E.l64 number)

(ISDN number of the party, i.e. E.l64 number)
(controlling - controned)



Appendix C Dynamic model of the
basic service

Because the state transition diagrams are the output of the dynamic modelling process,
only these diagrams are presented. [AART 93] describes the whole dynamic modelling
process of the basic service. The following paragraphs shows the state transition
diagrams of the service, networlc and control system.

C.I Service system

The service system contains two object classes, 50 there are two state transition diagrams
for the service system, i.e., party and service. Figure C.I shows the party state transition
diagram and figure C.2 shows the service state transition diagram.
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Figure C.I: State transition diagram of the service system party object.
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......~ (......T""'...... ac.. CUG-Req. CI-c:gp.Oo\.fWq) ......~ (......T""'. __,Oae)
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Figure C.2: State transition diagram of the seIVice system seIVice object.

C.2 Network system

Appendix C

The dynamic behaviour of the network system object classes is rather simpIe. Therefore
the state transition diagrams of the network system are omitted.

C.3 Contro) system

The control system contains seven object classes. Because the state transition diagram
of the object class party is equal 10 the state transition diagram of the seIVice system
party object class, references is made to the service system paragraph of this appendix.
So six state transition diagrams of the control system are showed in this appendix. The
Figures C.3, CA, C.5, C.6, C.7 and C.8 are showing the state transition diagrams of the
object classes respectively teleservice, bearer service, preceding connection, succeeding
connection, bearer connecting point and bearer link.
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Figure C.3: State transition diagram for the object class Teleservice.
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Figure C.4: State transition diagram for the object class bearer service.
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Figure C.6: State transition diagram for the Succeeding Connection object.
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Figure C.?: State transition diagram for the object dass Bearer Connecting Point.
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Appendix D Event trace diagram of an
exchange with sub·
scription information

This appendix contains two event trace diagrams of an exchange with subscription
infonnation. The fITst event trace diagram figure 0.1, represent an successful
subscription check. the second. figure 0.2. an unsuccessful subscription check.
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Exchange wlrh SubscrlpUon InfonnaUon check

Figure 0.1: Event trace diagram of an exchange with subscription infonnation.
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K-rs'
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Event trace diagram of an exchange with unsuccessful subscription check.



Appendix E Event flow diagram with
subscription information

The event flow diagram of an exchange with subscription infonnation is an extended
version of the event flow diagram of an exchange without subscription infonnation, see
figure E.!.

~a- -......-
-......1Iojoct

I5Cor*m
15"-'-1 15 AojoCl
0-- DoIoIo

Bearer
SeMce

I5Cor*m 15"-'-1
15 AojoCl 0--
DoIoIo

<:r_ <:r_ <:r_

Figure E.!: Event flow diagram of an exchange with subscription infonnation.
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Appendix F CVG event trace diagrams
of the control system

This appendix contains the rest of the control system event traee diagra.ms of the Closed
User Group. The fITst event trace diagram (controlling tenninal) of scenario I is
accommodated in chapter 6.
Figure F.I, F.2 and F.3 are respectively, the exchange with origination access
arrangement check, the exchange with destination access arrangement check and
controlled tenninal. An exchange without any access arrangement check, is equal to an
exchange with origination access arrangement check without the entities "OAA", "CUG"
and their related events.
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Control system scenario I (Exchange with OAA).
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Figure F.2:

ScenarIo I
Successful establishment of a CUG servIce wlth CUG Index

Exchange wlth destInatIon Access Arrangement check

Control system scenario I (Exchange with DAA).
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Figure F,4 and F,5 represent the event traee diagrams of scenario 11, i.e., controIIing TE
and exchange with origination access arrangement check. the event trace diagrams of the
exchange with (or Without) destination access arrangement check and the controIIed TE
are equal to the diagrams of scenario I.
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Figure F.4: Control system scenario II (controlling TE).
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Figure F.5: Control system scenario 11 (exchange with OAA).
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Scenario 111 consist of the figures F.6, F.7, F.8 and F.9. Like scenario I, the exchange
without access arrangement check is equaI 10 the exchange with origination access
arrangement check (figure F.7) without entity "OAA" and related events.
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Figure F.6: Control system scenario 111 (Controlling TE).
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An rejection by tbe origination access arrangement check, of a CVG service witb CVG
index, is represented by tbe figures F.to and F.II.
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Figure F.IO: Control system scenario IV (Controlling TE).
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Figure ElI: Contro) system scenario IV (Exchange with OAA).
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The last scenario (scenario V) represents an rejection by the destination access
arrangement check. of a CVG service with CVG index. see figure E12. EB and E14.
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Figure E12: Control system scenario V (Controlling TE).
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Scenario V
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Figure F.14: Control system scenario V (Exchange with DAA).
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